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Contract Let
For Southern
Bell Building
!Nal' System
Is Set For
Late In 1958
Southern Bell disclosed today
'hot it has awarded a consracit
fir the cortisone-rein of two new
'Telephone buildinso on a large
lot at 7th aril Olive Streets.
One building to be bulk by
the F W. Owen Corripany of
Issmitiville. is to house the dial
equirnent. long distance switch-
board, sperMI servlete and op-
eratios• quarters it will be re-
inforced concrete arid brick, and
will front 120 feet or ?froth Tth.
Street with a depth of approxi-
,soiately 63 feet on Olive Street.
This building will be the first
tvo. le be CODS trucked.
roees•rei building, which
seill hinese the bueineas offIce
and plant office, will be an "L"
••hoped. one-story lot Ming ' of
brick veneer oureeructien, and
will front 70 feet on West Olive
Street with a depth of appc,)xi-
rnately 58 feet.
Construction is to start im-
IlOnediately, and the cutiover to
dial operatiiin is tentatively
wheduled for November 30,
1958 The total cost of this pro-
ject when complete will be in
excess of $1.000.000. The dial
equipment for Murray will be
the No. 5 Cnessbar type, which
is the Bell System's latest de-
velopment of its kind. Valley
Station arid Madisonville are the
44only I )11fices in Kentucky that
have this most modern equip-
ment.
At the time of the conversion
of Murray to dial operation, the
new nationwide system of num-
bering will be employed. This
eystern of numberirog is known
as the "2-5 numbering pkan,"
and it lends itself to future im-
provements in service that are
• (Continued • Oa Page Six)
Baptists Plan
Service Thursday
A Thanksgiving service will be
held at the First Baptist church
In the morning at 8:00 o'clock
with Norman Culpepper as the
minister.
He will take the place of Dr.
H C. Chiles who has been ill
. with the flu, but Who is now
convalesing well.
WEATHER
REPORT
DOWN
\/i Live
By UNITED PRESS
Southwest Kentucky — Mostly
sunny, windy and mild today
with high of 68 to 74. Fair and
mild tonigh t with a low of 48
to 52. Thursday partly cloudy
o, and a little colder with high of
60 to 64.
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures:
Louisville and Lexington 44. Pa-
ducah 51, Covington 41, London
35 and Hopkinsville 49.
Evansyille,
s-
Grass Fires Plague
Firemen Today
The Murray Fire Department
put out eight grass fires today,
according to a spokesman there.
All the calls were received in
a period of an hour and 35
minutes between 11:25 this morn-
ing and 1:00 p.m. this afternoon.
No serious damage was reported
to have been caused by any of
the fires.
Three grass fires were exting-
uished yesterday firemen said.
The fires, which occurred yes-
terday morning and afternoon.
burned briefly behind the Mur-
ray Livestock Market on, South
4th Street, one at the corner
of 11th and Vine; and the other
at 906 Sycamore.
Thanksgiving
Service Is
Planned
A special community Thanks-
giving service will be held at
the First Christian Church to-
mar' iw morning. sponsored by
the Murray Ministerial Asisiela-
tion.
William Thomas, m i n is t er- i n -
eha rge at St. Jeihn's Episcopal
Church, will preach at the 10
o'clock service tornorrew morn-
ing. Rev. Paul Lyles and Rev.
Orval Austin will also take part
in this joint service.
A oonbined choir will sing
Noble Cain's arrangement of
"Thanks be to God."
The service will be held in
the basement of the educational
building of the First Christian
Church on North .4th St In the
absence of 'the minister. Rev.
Howard Nichols. one of t h c
elder's of the church, Frank
Waineriet, will act is host to the
menixtrs of the Murray church-W
es who attend this service.
Ground Test Of
ICBM Expected
By ROBERT S. McNEIL
United Press Staff Correspondent
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla Ill
—Scientists at the missile jest-
ing station here were expected
to make a groins test today of
the giant Atlas intercontinental
ballistic missile (ICBM).
The firing of a Jupiter inter-
mediate range ballistic missile
tiRBMI Tuesday night was a
failure.
There was no official confirm-
ation of the "static test" for the
90-toot Atlas but there was
speculation it would take place
around noon. In a static test the
missile is bolted to the launch-
ing pad and tbe 'gine:: run- up.
Was Thoug hisAuccasisee I
Tuesday night's firing of "The
1,500-mile Jupiter appeared suc-
cessful to dozens if obesrvers
Who had watched preparation at
the top-secret base from beaches
across the water.
But the Defense Department
issued a statement ehorly after
the miesile was triggered saying
the Jupiter "failed to complete
its progninuned night because of
technical difficulties."
The announcement did not
elaborate on the difficulties, or
(Continued On Page Six)
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Lions Hear
Holmes Ellis, -
William Read
Holmes Ellis 'and Dr. Willie 
Read of the Murray State Faculty
were guest speakers at the Lions
Club meeting Tuesday night.
Mr. Ellis spoke in connection
with Farm and City Week which
Is now, in- progress, He pointed
out to those present that about
one out of eleven farm families
are leaving the farm each year
and that agriculture is the only
industry that has been in a
prolonged depression.
Dr Read, who is a member
oi the Lions Club, gave a very
informative talk on the Inter-
national Geophysical Year which
Is now in progress. -lie stated
that it will actually last from
June 1957 to December 1958. a
period of eighteen months. In
connection with this Dr. Read
said that the rocket which
launched the Russian "Sputnik"
was watched by observers in
Murray for about three and one
half minutes yesterday and should
again be visible today at 5:34
P.M.
It was pointed out by Dr
Reed that during this rteophysits1
year there will be 58 nations
pooling their scientific power and
facilities in an effort to obtain
a better understanding of the
world in which we live. It is
hoped that by using the facts
compiled by scientists throughout
the world that we may be pro-
vided with a better way of life
and may leave a better under-
standing of the earth, atmosphere
and sun for future generations. F
The following new members
were welcomed into the club:
or Support Of Boy Scouts
Kenneth Geode, Wilburn Way-
mon, Art Lee anol_Beibert Olin
Jeffrey.
The next meeting of the club
will be the annual Christmas
party arid ladies night, December
10th at the Clubhouse.
Dwight D. Eisenhower
Most Businesses
In City To Close
For Thanksgiving,
A check this morning revealed
that practically all of the bun-
nese places in Murray and Cal-
loway • County 'win --- -rtosed
tomorrow, Thanksgiving Day, as
will most of the county, state
and city. offices,
Sheriff Brigham Futrell said
his office would roman) open
all day. The City Police Depart-
ment will operate 'as ueval, ac-
cording to City Judge Bob Mc-
Cuiston. The City Fire Depart-
ment will aka) 'remain on duty.
The Murray Heopital and the
Hodetilii-McDevitt Clinic will be
iesen timorrow; however, the
Butterwo.rth Clinic expects to be
ceased,a spokesmen said this
rriornIng.
(Continued on Page Six)
Cleo Sykes Thanks Public
By Cleo Sykes district activities; Spring Camri-
oree, Summer Camp. Circus and
Thanksgiving is here again the Explerers "Citizens Now
and •in behalf e$ Temp 45 I
want to take this means of pub-
licly thanking all of those who
have helped to make this a good
year for us. And it has been a
good year. Our membership has
increased from thirty - five to
about forty-three. We have had
seven boys who have made
Eagle Scout; Larry Buxton. Max
Parker, Woody nerniden, Jerry
Adams, Harold Shoemaker, Jim-
, Mit. Sqn4 41, a rid James Wilson-
Three boys; -have earned the
God and County Award: Joe
"`Overbey. Jerry Adams a n d
Woody Herondon, and 1 hrege
number of ether awards as well
as over one hundred merit
badges.
We were awarded the God
and Country Award which is an
award of Marione I Recognition
for a troop wth.icih has achieved
as much as seventy-five percent
of its goals for the year. We also
earned the National Camping
award oforoten eases and nights
or more of camping.
We have participated in all
Conference." All of this has been
possible with the help of many
people.
First we want to thank God
for the opportunity of living in
a country Where all of this is
(Continue° On Page Six)
Thurman Jobe Is
Contest Winner
Thurman Jobe has won a gales
contest conducted by the Klemm
Aluminum Company which he
represents in Murray. Jobe's
firm, the Home Comfort Com-
pany, located on West Main
Street, sold _slyer 24' units during
the month of October.
As a prize be has a offence of
either a new Dial-O-nama wrist
watch or an all transitor radio,
-valued at about $100.
The entire nation was covered
in 'the-. contest with Mr. Jobe
taking fettrth place, -
His firm handles allarninum
doors, windows, awnings, eke.
Most American High School Students
Required To Take Only Year Of Math
By LOUIS CASSELS
United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON if — Most
American high school students
take one year of mathematics.
This'requirerl course is usually
taught in the 9th grade. It may
be "general math," which is
a review of grade school arith-
metic with a little algebra and'
geometry thrown in, or it may
be first-year algebra.
Many high schools require a
second' year of math for students
preparing for college. This may
be plane geometry en the 10th
grade, which about 40 per cent
of our students take; or inter-
mediate algebra in the 11th
grade, which 32 per cent take.
Few Continue Mathematics
One American student out of
seven goes on to study advanced
mathematics — solid geometry
and trigonometry--- in the 12'h
grade.
Russian students are 'introduced
to algebra and geometry i the111
sixth grade. They get 'one c rse
in each every year until ey
graduate from high school at
the completion of the 10th grade.
During their last two years, they
also study trigonometry for two
class-room hours a week.
Aonerican high schools general-
ly—fequire one year of "general
science" for graduation. This
usually is taught in the 9th
grade and includes a smattering
of all the natural sciences from
astronomy to zoology.
Most of our high schools after
—and some require—one or more
additional courses in laboratory
science. The best schools offer
•••
1.5
biology in the 10th grade, chem-
istry in the 11th, phssicit in the
12th. .•
Science Study Surveyed
A survey by the U.S. Office
of Education last year showed
that 75 per cent of America's
tenth-graders were taking bio-
logy; 38 per cent of the 11th
graders were studying chemistry;
and 24 per cent, of the seniesa
were enrolled in' physics.
Russian studentio begin their
science studies in the 'fourth,
grade with,two hours of biologyS,
instruction a week. They con-
tinue to study biology through
grade 9, a total of five years.
Physice is added in the 6th
grade and is -studied for five
years. The Soviet student takes
four years of chemistry, starting'
(Continued On Page Six)
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Cerebrovascular
Accident Term
Of Ike's Stroke
By LOUIS CASSELS
United Press 'Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON In — President
Eisenhower has suffered what
doctors generally call a "minor
cerebrovascular accident." In lay-
soin's language that's a mild
stroke.
Medical authorities agreed to-
day his chances for complete
recovery are excellent. They said
it is quite likely his only sump-
torn — • a slight difficulty in
speaking — will clear up within
a week or two leaving no perma-
nent after-effects.
The chief cause for concern
in a mild stroke, according to
a dozen eminent specialists con-
sulted by the United Pre, is
that sometimes it may be follow-
ed rather quickly by a more
severe one. This usually deet
not happen It is tha except)...
rather than the rule.
Next Few Days Important
The consensus was that the
next two or three days will
be important in clarifying the
'Probable pattern of the Presi-
dent's illness.
Physicians attending the Presi-
dent have avoided the word
"stroke" in describing the Presi-
dent's condition, possibly because
of the scary connotation it has
to many. The official diagnosis
given in White House medical
bulletins was "an occlusion of
a small branch of a cerebral
vessel."
Outside doctors said this simply
means there has been an inter-
ruption of blood flow to part
of the brain. All such interrup-
tions, they said, fall into the
medical category of "cerebrovas-
cular accideots."
Need Is greater
Bran' , cells, even more than
other parts of the body, require
a constanttflow of blood in order
to, function properly. ,
The seriousness of a stroke
ilerierits on what' causes the
interruption of blood flow, how
long it lasts and what area of
the brain is affected.
The worst kind of cerebrovas-
cuter accident is the rupture
of a blood vessel which produces
a hemorrhage in the brain. This
Is what killed President Franklin
D. Roosevelt in 1945. White
House physicians said Tuesday
night. after etengesse neurological
examinations, that President Ei-
senhower had not suffered a
hemorrhage.
The official medical bundlin
described the President's bnflI-
tion as "an occlusion." T h i s
means a blood vessel was block-
ed.
t.
're-; t7r To Editor
Mr. Jim Williams
Publisher
Daily Ledger & Times
Murray. Kentucky
Dear Mr. Williams:
I wish you would convey
through your columns our deep
appreciation and thanks for the
fine cooperation that we received
from the many merchants, manu-
facturers and other people in
the city of Murray in our time
of need during the recent, flood
Through this fine cooperation
we were able to remove our
merchandise from our buildings
and with pumps and other equip-
ment borrowed friun the city
and other organizations, we had
as little loss as could possibly
be sustained.
It is encouraging to find this
(Continued On Page Six)
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IKE REPORTED BETTER
AFTER STROKE TUESDAY
Excellent Chance Of Recovery
According To Late Bulletins
WASHINGTON 11/1 —President
Eisenhower's physicians gave
him permission this morning to
sign 12 relatively minor docu-
ments and confer on pending
White House business. the White
House announced.
The announcement came a few
hours after a medical bulletin
-said he President awoke re-
freshed, showered and shaved
'and had a "normal breakfast."
The Chief Execittive during
the morning spent about 30 min-
utes in conference with Brg.
Gen. Andrew J. GOoderaster, the
White House staff secretary,
:signing official papers and dis-
claiming what Press Secretary
James C. Hagerty described • so
piss .is t Howe au- ••e A"
Hagerty said after the brief
"business" scission in the Presi-
dent's second filer bedroom Best.
in 'his opinion. maj I decisions
couki be put up us the President.
Hagerty said, however, that Ei-
senhower's physicians would
III( the President undertakes.e to determine how much
Hagerty reported the Presi-
dent's activities at a mid-morn-
ing news conference.
New Medical Report
A medical bulletin at 8:18
a.m, e.s.t, had said:
"The President slept almost
continuously through the night.
He •awoke refreshed this morn-1
ins. He tuok his usual :shower
and have and has just had a
nortnal breakfast."
Earlier, at 7:50 a.m. eat. Maj.
Gen. Howard McC. Snyder, the
President's physician. had told
rep rters on enterng the White
House that "everything is all
'right."
Snyder told reporters that it
was impossible to say whether
the President's ithass Was "a
stroke". He, said it might have
been just oa spasm" ,,f a small
cerebral artery and not a' clot.
"We wouldn't call it a stroke
now." he said.
Bisenhower's physicians be-
lieved the President has an ex-
cellent chance to recover from
a mild stroke that has had a
slight Out temporary- effeci on
his speech.
However the doctor" kePt a
Highway Open
To Hazel
Once More
The bridge on the Hazel High-
wkay has been by-passed. ac-
cording to information received
today from the State Highway
Department..
A dirt fill was made at the
bridge and was topped with
three or four feet* gravel. The
by-pass has been graded and is
safe to close officials said.
Work will begin on the bridge
as soon as possible.
The bridge suffered severe
damage during the floeid recently
when a span settled ,about fifteen
Inches.
The bridge span itself is not
damaged, having merely' given
way at one point when the
underpinning settled inn) the bed
of the stream beneath it.
Highwiy officials have not de-
termined as yet the best way to
make the repairs. -
close watch because in some
cases a mild stroke is followed
by a more sei•ere one. The gerei
enal feeling among mdical au-
thorities was that the next two
or three days should determine
he pattern if Eisenhower's Latest
illness.
The President's sudden set-
back that struck Monday after-
noon after he had greeted Kiag
Mohammed V of Morocco at Na-
tional Airport in chilly weather
was described officially as "an
occlusion of a small branch of ,a
cerebral brain vessel," This is
medical terminology for a "mild
(Continued On Page Six)oo.
Mrs. Annelda 4
Tidwell Dies
On Tuesday
Mrs. 'Armelda Tidwell, age $21
passed away Tuesday at 11:30
a.m, at the Western State Hos-
pital following four years illness.
Death was attributed to coronary
t hrtmbosis.
She is survived by one niece,
Mrs. Wesley Waldrop. Murray
andssix grand children. Mrs. Dell
Evett. Chicago, Mrs. Fred Tucker,
Detroit. Mrs. Freed Tucker. Mur-
ray. Mrs. Hilda Waters. Paducah,
Mr. Cody Tidwell and Mr. J. T.
Tidwell of Murray.
She was a mereber of the
Antioch Church of Christ in
Graves County. The funeral will
be conducted at the Max H.
Churchill Chapel on Thursday
at 11:00 a.m., conducted by Bro.
Paul Hodges. Burial will be ins
Antioch cemetery,
_Friends may call at the Max
Tr Churchill Funeral Home until
the funeral hour.
Tailoring Classes
Being Held For
County Homemakers
By Mrs. Barletta Wrather
Home Agent
Tailoring classes are being held
at the Red Cross sewing loom
in the courthouse for the special
ititereei—g-roseer a of Calloway
County Homemakers. Those at-
tending are Mrs. Gerva Gatlin,
Mrs. Richard Armstrong, Mrs.
Van Burnelite, Mrs Inis Sills,
Mrs. Hoyt McClure and Mrs.
Porter Holland.
When the women have com-
pleted the suits they are making,
they will have saved the equi-
valent of one:thalf the cost of a
suit they could buy of equal
value.
This information will be used
WHERE in the U. S. is
there a row of giant cedar
^ trees, which are illuminated
each year at Christmas?
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A BIM TFICIUMIT FOR TODAY
They shall bring forth fruit in old age.
Psalm 92:14.
It, t,rcinent on account of old age
 deprives
civilization of the services of 
countless men
rich in experience and kno
wledge: Roscoe
-Pound, for twenty-five years-de
an of the Har-
vard Law School ,and regarded a
s onesof the
_truly yreat teachers of America
, is still fruit-
fully b.usy Wachter in. a Catifornii 
in his late eightiei.
• CARPET-BAG jRULE
0.
It didn't 
take Roy Wilkins, nitinal'execu
tive secretary
of NAACP, long to acquaint the p
ublic with the real.
objective of his organization. He di cl so even 
before the
newly appointed Civil Rights commission could 
get or-
ganized. 
..
l
e said in a televised speech recently 
that NAACP
a the avowed objective of. the carpiet-bAg
gers in 1866.
bus- will soon be disillusioned. if they are
 not alreadyc i
"use ever Y trick' in the bag' to prevent negro majori-;
change the complexion ot‘ state legss
iutures,- which
And those who favored a Civil Sights Comniissio
n
the grounds. that. it had anything to do with "civ
il.
%1ilicins says he expects white people in
 ten states
ut tu get three Million negroes regist
ered "in order
a Irom taking over local political control, 
but that he 1
I
I
pects the new Civil Rights Commission, back
ed by the
ited States government, to help him become,
 in effect,:
s
over-lord or dictator.
-
file implication Of his .speech — that he can cast '
CC milinni negro votes toesult his own
 whim — .is•an
uit to t...eh,... themselves, for it means ever
ything
at hao. Pty.. !,......1. wooll. :Integration'. is SO much bosh
WIWI it 4. wheel to pulitice.'
...---- It in nos °his ail iisieulI to negroes wh
o should enjoy
same No, a., .....ouo..- re.,e to vote as they pl
eas.,
tt it is bad tor the it
icule ...lathe negro race. For any
.•.rity race that gains poutilalecontrol is short
-lived.
p.ing,r)t• hise raenitit_beir t m: tiitch ipereo.ilci g. :nine .umeursmt. arne3c.e nt 
and otherI
i.
• ropean countries.
IS Atkins may Wel kitten it but he will be "biting t
he
nd that trestle ihini7 • by__. moving. tou_ last lit gett
ing
•groen„lil the buutti regisiteted to VOW il it is nis behei
,
Rid intention, to vote tnem as 
a unit" 
Forhe will be blocking the Republican Party's first
tVal chance to establish a two party system iirthe•Su
uth.
ir every negro•vote he
 gets lor his friend Richard Nix-
i in 196u he wilt alienate ten white votes. And wa..ar
e
*in at all certain that he, even with ,the aid of t
he new
Xacil Rights Commission, will be abie to vole. neg
roes as
••
.. unit, .
:,.. The must important revelation Wilkins made in hi
s
3prech w Ica to -accfilaint millions with. the real motive of
:SAACI'..- lf, and-when, everybody knoWs it is politica
l
.*
An character, just as Socialism, Communism, or any othe
r
23m, tne-isuoner will wt be able to recognize who 
,oar
., .
3.riends are.
By WILLIAM EWALD
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK SP —Teen-agers
make or brook a pop record.
Blit strangas enough. alhoullels
TV trots out bnishel
sh.eve ea•eri Week. oniy ,Ine is
',IAA:rev} right at the .s.ad/ile shoea
-et--American' Bandssand "
ABC-TV, which launched 'the•
show on its network in August
le seared as a local TV entry
in Ptularielphia five years ago)
beams It to 74 of its stations for
90 minutes each afternoon. Mon-
day through Friday. The day-
time sh et' nas proved ,ue-
eessful that, unce Oceskser, the
ne:twork &ea. has :aged a hail-
'hour es .'ring scream easel M ii-
day.
No 'Maggie' Talent
The show's click svith
is based on a sane: e
•f  shuns. :h.' .
ed. highly - publicized "When-
You-and-I-were-Young, Maggie"
talent that. other network rnusi-
• cats i41tr eo often. Instead.
••Arneresan Bandstand" zeres in
the artists :be ITiCkc- are buy-
ing—J 'tinny Mathis. the Ever'
bre:tiers. the Crickets. many
dwelt names this' don't mean
much square e:der sun.'
no secret that TV neg-
lects' the teen-ager." says D.ck
Clark. emcee of die
some radio. stationd. have stop-
ped ersgrarnming fer the kicis.
..seuatson exiles -bseestsis••
many adversieers think !he.- 7en-
kers lack buying power.
"But. 4 c..2rse. anybody vete
lusow :een-agens kn..ves
honer-rues In any family. tie.
teen-ager inflUences the pur-
chase of the car, the toe:hs':
.. breakfast ceral that see-- :.
:ha: family. And he ee:s
styles for :he rest of the natuon
.Z., _ .Millions_of. SoLlthernert, _both _ white and colored
,' hit4
3known from the start that the prize back' of atadd
 t
7...,.-1% ii. rights," pubircr school integration, the use, 
of fed-
41141 troops and imi)orted agitators like John Kasper is.. . .
-'the negro vo
te. ••
:... 1Vilkins has unwittingly let the cat out of the Gag
:Xefore the Civil Rights COmmissiion could- establish-kit-
Self as an independent organizatidn: Senator Dick Rus-
t. II of Georgia saici fr-e-cently the commission was a WI
,-
ins tool for use in behalf of his best friend, Richard
iXteli, a Telles.% officer o: NAACP. 1Vilkins has confirm-
-.3d.- his statement. • . . .
'
typo.
r4 •
•-•••
•••••
Ten Years Ago Today
her th tilcs -in . music, in ,
, fashion. 14. exJniple."
Commands Lryal ecusience
At 27.- the baby-faced Clark
commands a tie- ttY Loyal auda-1
ence. One trade weekly ("Varie-
ty"). he pointed out. recently
called hint "the number one hit
maker in :he nation." Clark re-
turn that loyalty.' - -
"I think it was Mitch Miller
who said the teen-ager likes
lek eV nail beef use nobody 'else
does," says Ct k. "The teen-
aor b%• atc. dinixibse..ilhoughs atbkof,,,_
gr.thr. He wants an identity of
nes ,WYL. . - • •
-He thinks Ilke an adult, but •
he Steinke- of different -theism
1. He's nal_ cuneeened too 'much
with making a living as aciues •
1 are. H.s conesms. are things nat.-
the rrigh achai focitball team.
music.
eitis heroes' Well, in music,
The Beauty and the. Beast: Be.
..eve it or not, this delightf.J1
little doll stars in "THE CURSE;
OF FRANKENSTEIN- in color
showing at the Varsity theatre
Friday and Saturday, with -X
I The Unknown." •
•••••• 
& 1 I ile
seer — --- • -
-°`• ' Johnny Graham: agrictiltural rCpresentative of the
- 'Kentucky Banker tAA.ociation. met with banke
rs and
agricultural leaders 'of the county at the National Ho
tel
last -Hight..
Ty Holland,. (-oath. of the Murray High Tigers, said-
.: tiai..t..znortung that his_bovs are in good - physical 
condi-
ton for the annual Thanksgiving'game tomorrow w
it?!
• Memphis ('BC,
• A new five passeng.r. dual control Chevrolet sedan
delivereft,to W. Z. carter. superintendent of Cit
y
- •
• --fichools—yesterday by Frank Holeranb of the Porter
Ilotqr Comrany, . and William Lovison of', the Louisville
---Automobile (71111) of AAA. •
• Murray ijigh School h. the first public tchool in Ken-
• lucky to receive a dual control •automobilP for training
-stu&rit drivers, according to Supt. Carter.•- The .largest crowd recs.,- itr-Mtrritay at one
witne...eti the. arrical of Santa clans. last 'night. An
etf•the city estimareed the gathering to be around
717:eight to ten thousand cheering people.
--- Lynn -Grove High School took first pinize of s5
0,00;
in the float competition,. Almo -won- the S311.0
(). second
prize: Faxon. New Concord, _K irk •‘• also
• asived s20.00 each in prize money: 4-
METEORS swot FRcm
ROC&IT AT SPEC) CF •
aC,000 . •
emir
.1•40
IN.
U. . FIRES METEORS AT SU
N-U.S. Air Force seientists announced
that they hail fired the ccorld'
s first artificial meteors (right) into
outer space at a speed of 
40.000 miles an hoer-the fastest speed '-
ever attained by a man-made ob,rt. T
he " pills." the size of
band grenades, blasted upwar
d from (seer New Mexico last Oct
16 at 55 times the speed o
f sound in the generei 
eareestoe of the
,in, 92400,000 miles away Th
e rimarkahle ref-tures, made With
• a special meteor earne
rs from Sacramento Pea
l rabeeeestsay.
New Plexiro, haye a 
bar} ground of smailer-appeanng stars fees
Fritz Zwicky (center, lef
t) of the California institute of Tech-I
nology, who suggested the 
successful experiment. described It air
'Only the beginning." lie said 
that scieneres'eshot-gua blast at
the sun Would be followed by
 the firths? of "Verger slugs" at the
Moon. Mars. Jupiter and Venu
s in an effort te solve mysteries en \
interplanetary *gavel. At bottom :
left, an Aerehee rocket 75x,rne
rspaceward In pre-Meteor test 
flight. (laternationallfoundehetos)
• 
Ricky Nelsen and Sal Mineo. read
 a statement atruut young
re is Presley is stilt big. And 
People being until, dierespecti-
l• re's Jeri• Lee Lewis and (111-
Pa s D.eieno With the exeep- "Y
ou know. who wrote the
s:ateincoi? Socrates. in 400 BC
keen then, the elder getter:leen
was compleiriing about :he kids."
hen ..1 Fa.a. who is 29. they're
all pretty young—the kich can
identfy with them. They buy
Pat Boone, too, but they don't
gel excited atxkit him. He's sail
.at solid bread—the !Prank Sin-
atra of this generation.
Qn the whole, 98 per. cot of
our kicks are wen-mannered,
well-artjusted people. It's the
two per cent' who hue stirred
up all Ante_ Ircenble_eee something
many &kilts tail to consider.
MALES GIVE WAY AGA.N
CORTLAND, N. Y. it? — Wom-
en started not so long ago to
invade barber shops to get the
currently popular close-cropped
hair-dos. Tuesday the ladies will
hurdle another male barrier.
The Kowa-Isis Club will feature
a performance by a i q:lies' barber
remember unee on my show shup quartet
--•
.e
•
PAVILION FOR BRUSSELS FAIR -Made from a'helleopter, this photo.
shows the massive United States pavilion tieing rushed to com-
pletion for the Brussels (Belgium) World's Fair, which opens
April 15, 1959. According to an announcement in New York by
Howard S. Cullman. U. S. Commissioner General to the Fair, it
will be completed by January 1. He expressed disappointment that
• Congress had not appropriated the full amount of funds requested.
Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
104 East Maple St. Phone 262
ses
00/1"a
The Real Food
for
Hunting Dogs
Keep your hunting dogs in Al condition this fall — alert, ener.
getic and vigorous with Red Ranger dog food. A generous
bowlful in the mef_ning .ssiapties everything act;ve dogs need for
a full day of hunting Red Ranger is packed wit!, body-bailoing
protein from rich sources et liver meal, f:h meal - 3 dried skim
milk . . . with p]enty of cofcics, and '!or strong
teeth end er,:?s, Rich. in Vi!arnin A, C, D. ceS E: 2 too. /.11
dogs love os rich appetizing Bayer. The perfest .s id for pets
too Fr •-e best bunting this fall, feed your cogs Red Ranger
!,a' era:sr a
Calloway County
Soil IMP. ASSOC.
°Pia giveps you
PLUS POWER/
PLUS MILES!
RO en
super luels, A•Plus aut-perlOrtne thew a11 Fuel !savings
up to 31 extia mile-. per tankful ... of A•Plusi'. Satisfies •
the hieh-oefene•requilernents of today's higheslcompree-
sion 'ear- A-Plus, the world's most revalutionary. stiper
fu. I. i- .rivc erl;lended Atli at iat ca.-oline comp%nient
You eel knock-foss in-i ant areeleratissin at,all,opceck
No other gaselifie .e..; with A-Plus!
You !I ferf ?he Powerful Dtffererice from your first 'tinkly! of A -Plus!
PERFECT F-.5,00Ek psorriElt ..'.Valvoline All-
...
II 'temperature, Alt-Ameriean motor
.il. Always flee-flossing, tough-birdied.
4 'PER engineered.' Change today' to
Valvoline
ASHLAND OIL & REFINING COMPANY
and
f?liiCt7e;
„ .
o Py F1qoç - CoeY FADED=CoPY F4 co E 0
••••
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WEDNESDAi' --- NO
LET
BASK:
By James
Almo Tops Ki
Match On Ea
By JOE PAT THORNTO
The Almo Warriors topper
Kirksey Eagles last night 1
slim two-point margin. 6
on the latter's home court'.
Kirksey broke into the sc.
polumn first with a field
'that led the way to a
edge as the born sounded el
the final Period.
Jones opened the second
ter with a basket for the E
as they enjoyed -a brief six-
lead. 15-9, which- quickly
appeared as they found t
• serves :five off the pace, 1
Two free throws by cot
Reeder started. the Kirksey
pet paling again. A field
by Key just as the hal
hem sounded, tied the
23-23, the _seventh tie in
first t half.
The third period becar
point matching contest w
score, see-sawed back and
The end of the third
found 'the Eagles holding
point edge, 39-38.
Kirksey built up "a four
pargin early in the final.
but -could not hold on to
the Warriors sparked las
Thomas Lamb • were ab
develop e.• 55-51 leaq. Tue
throws by Tucker in the
recends of the game ende
scoring and toupd.the Almo
. -
New Concon
Marks Up
Seventh Win
The New Concord Redbil
corded their seventh vict.
the season' last night by t
visiting Fulton County fri
ranks of the unbeaten
66-64 win.
Fulton County. a recen
selidatien of Hickman and
had won five coneecutive
One of those victories ws
a Calloway learn. Murray'
ing School. .
After trailing. by two
at the end of each of tI
two quarter stops. Fulton
managed to move up are
the !Wore 51-all at the
the third stones. Althougl
pressed all the Way, the
of .Ciiech Gene Cathey de
a five-point lead in tit
canto and managed to t
for a climaxing. 66-64. vi
Big 6-3 - ferwanl. Joe
led the Redbird offensivi
with 18 points fellowe
behind-by-Rowland -and..,
don with 16 points each.
was high for Fulton Cour
ing 22 points fur. game 1-
New Concord 24
Fulton Cieinty 22
New Concord (66
_  Forwards:. Green .18, .
IS.
Center: Willoughby 10.
Guards: G. Hendon 8,
• sefon 16.
" Fulton County (Er
PoeWard.•: Moseley 4,
Sh(ila-tie 8. Terrett 22.
Center: Cofrey 13.
Guards: - King 6, WL
Curtin _5.
High School
Cage
Schedu
Friday Night
No games scheduled
- tin District Four),
Atomic Sche
Next Monday's Sc
7:00 Hugg The Druggie
Benton,
7:00 Princeton Moms
7:1;0 POSSUM Trot yea
County Merchan
Kuttawa,
7:00 Feast Construction
field at Milburn
7:00 Cunningham at
Knights.
Knights. Carr II
Thursday
Feast Cone.ruction
(makeup game).
••
•
191.
01E3:
env,-
relit
d for
Wing
skim 44
:rora
pets
Inger
ikrZ3111
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LETS TALK
BASKETBALL
By James Lee Harmon
Almo Tops Kirkseyln 55753
'Match On Eagle's Heine Court
By JOE RA'r THORNTON
The Alm) Warriors topped the
Kirksey Eagles last night by a
slim two-point . margin. 55-53,
on the latter's home court'. •
Kirksey broke into the scoring
golumn first with a field goal
'that led the way to a 13-9
edge as the horn sounded ending
the first period.
Jones opened the second quar-
ter with a basket for the Eagles,
as they enjoyed a brief six-point
lead. 15-9. which quickly -Ms=
-appeared as they found them-
serves .five off the pace. 22-17.
Two free throws by Coleman
Reeder started the Kirksey
rolling again. A field goal
'by Key just as the halftime
horn sounded, tied the score,
23-23, the sevent4 tie in the
first ihaif.
The third period became a
point matching contest as the
score. see-sawed back and forth.
The end of the third period
found he Eagles holding a one
point edge. 39-38.
Kirksey built up a four point
margin early in the final stanza
but -could not hold on to it as-
the Warriors sparked by big
Thomas Lamb were able to
develop so 55751 lea). Two free
throws by Tucker in the final
seciinds of the game ended the
scoring and found the Almo War-
New Concord .
Marks Up
Seventh Win
The New Concord Redbirds re-
corded their seventh victory of
the season' last night by topping
visiting Fulton County from the
ranks of the unbeaten with a
61-84 win.
Fulton County. a recent con-
solidation of Hickman and Cayce.
had won five consecutive games.
One of those victories was over
a Calloway team. Murray•Train-
ing School.
After trailing by two points
at the end of each of the first
_ two quarter slops. Fulton Co
unty.
managed to IlloVe tip and- knatt
the score 51-all at the ertdof
the third stanza. Although ,'irard-
preAsed all the Way. the Retbirds
of .Ciaich Gene Cathey developed
a five-point lead in the final
canto and managed to hang on
for a climaxing. 66-64. victory.
Big 6-3 forward. Joe Green.
led the Redbird offensive attack
with 18 points followed close
Rowland----behirtri-by- -and_13..._  
Hen-
don with 16 points each. Terrett
was high for Fulton County scor-
ing 22 points for, game honors.
New Concord 24 43 51 68
Fulton County 22 41 51 84
New Concord (66)
Forwards: Green .18, Rowland_ 
16.
Center: Willoughby 10.
Guards: G. Hendon 8. D. lien-
.don 16.
" Fulton County (64)
Forwards: Moseley 4. Brown 4,
Requette 8. Terrett 22.
('enter: Coffty 13.
Guards: King 6, Williams 2,
- Curtin 5.
riors of Coach -Bill Miller record-
ing their second victory, 55-53.
Lamb was high for the victors
with 22 points. Gary Key led
the Eagles with a 20-point per-
formance Almo led in the (Old
goal department, 20-19, but Kirk-
sey outshot the Warriors at the
charity lane hitting 15 of 27
for 55 per cent. Almo connected
on 15 of 30 for 50 per cent. The
Eagles were charged with 20
personal fouls with 18 being
eaTW' on tlie--Warriore.
Almo won the B team game
also.
Almo  923 18 55
Kirksey 13 2,3 39 53
Almo (55)
Lovett. 13, Lee 4. Furgerson
6, Lamb 22. Jackson 8, Bu
cy 2.
14rkliey (53)
Reeder 13, Key 20, Bazzell 
10,
Jones 7, Parker I, Tucker 2.
School 
Cage
Schedule
Friday Night
No game.; scheduled
- tin District Four).
Atomic Schedule
Next Monday's Schedule
7:00 Hugg The Druggist at
13enton.
7:60 Princeton Atoms .at Hardin.
7:1:0 Possum Trot est, Lyon
County Merchants at
Kuttawa.
7:00 Feast Construction vs. May-
field at Milburn.
7:00 Cunningham at Murray
Knights.
Knights. Carr Health Bldg.
Rebels March
To Victory
Over Hazel
/Faxon Breaks
Tie Series
To Win
The South Marshall Rebels
a
re—
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The fact that suspense is not
lependent upon size was perfect-
ly exhibited last night in a
junior high clash that saw Faxon
defeat. visiting Murray . Training
School, 52:48. in two overtime
periods.
It was. the third victory this
season for the Faxon team which
has a perfect record in county
competition,- their lone defeat
having come from the. hands of
a Hardin Junior High squad.
It was Murray Training School's
first undertaking this year. Faxon
has long been a deadly power
in the junior circles having re-
corded 41 victories against 11
defeats in the last three years.
The entire contest was a close,
hard-fought affair as each squad
fought desperately for victory.
The end of the first period found
Murray Training holding a one-
point advantage, 11-HI. The re-
maining. periods could best be
describ& by the single word.
tied, as the following three
quarters and the first overtime
period ended with a knotted
score.
Boyd was high for Faxon with
22 points. Overbey paced Murray
with 18 and Jones added 10.
Faxon CCM mitted 21 ,personals
marched to another victory over
a county foe Jast night with an
89-62 triumph over Hazel on
-their home court.
- Jumping into a first quarter
lead of 20-7. the Rebels led at
every „stop in recording their
sixth consecutive victory. The
Rebels now have the best swirl
and lost record, 6-0. of any
team in the Fourth District.
Center Joe Mathis led the
was for South Marshall with
a 26-point output. Twelve Rebels
broke into the scoring columns.
Hazel preeeeted a balanced at-
tack as four Lions scored in the
double figures led by Raspberry
with 20 points.
South Marshall .... 20 40 67 89
Hazel  7 26 40,62
South Marshall (89) •
Forwards- Green IS. Mohler 1,
Lovett 3, E. Jones 8, Bohonnan
2. Schroader. '
Center: J. Mathis 26.
Guards: Wilkins 4, York 10,
Darnell 2, Nanney 2. Morgini68,
Lynch.
Hazel (62)
Forwards:. Raspberry 20, Toy.
lor 10, B. Wilson. Erwin.
Center: Curd 10.
Guards: Duncan .1,8, WateV 4.
Thursday
Feast Cone ruction at Hardin
(makeup game).
4 ' • - • -
I
i
Wildcats Slip
To Lose To
Farmington
The Lynn Grove Wildcats drop-
ped a -slim one-point_ decision
I() visiting Farmington list night,
65-64.
It was Calloway vs. Graves.
guard vs. center, as a scoring
duel broke out between Rodney
Warren and Kenny Smith. center
for Farmington. A duel that
saw Warren walk away the victor
hot Farreington.the winner. Smith
swishee• the cords for 35 points
but R 1. Warren horned the
netting with 39.
Lyn Grove was out front.
the ,first
quart( r and 2-28 at halftime.
but t...I behind to trail by three
at tiu end ut-- the third per)od,
50-53. 
• -
Pennington 9 28 53 65
Lynn Grove 14 32 50 64
Farmington (65)
Forwards: Gardner. West. C.
Turner 8, Mangram 6, 'McClain.
Centers: Smith 35, Arnett 2.
Guards: S. Turner 1. Satter-
white 3, Patterson 5.
Lynn Grove (64)
Forwards: Manning 4. Lamb 14.
Centers: Arlan* 4, Terry
Guard's: Butterworth 2, Warren
39, McCellan. Moffett.
WINGS RECALL PRTSTAI
,1P —alert° Prystai,
lamed out to Edmonton of the
Western Hockey League before
the start of the season, was re-
called today by the Detroit Red
Wings of the Nitiohal Hockey
League.
CUBS RELEASE SILVERAIII
CHICAGO IF —Veteran Wh-
et CharErSilvera, acquired roqn
the New York Yankees ":a ear
ago, has been given his urn
animal release by the Chimp
Cubs.
liGhT
Results 1
By UNITED PRESS
-NEWARK, N.J. — Tex Gon-
zales. 156, East Orange, N. • J.
outipointed Jay Anderson, 158,
Philadelphia' (8).
BEAUMONI, Tex.—Paul Joe-
gensn. 132, Port Aehizr, Tex.,
stoppe:i Manuel" Batista, 130.
Portugal (8)..
PUEBLO, Colo.—Jake Sanchez
1431,z, Denver, outpo(nted Dun
Aldera.,n, 1421s, Pittsburgh (JO).
and Murray was charged with
;0 fouls.
Faxon"  10 20 30 41 47 52
MTS 11 20 30 41 47 48
Faxon (52)
Hale 7, Hargis 2, Bell 9, Boyd
22, Boggess 4, Hargrove 8.
1.4urray Trng. (48)
Jones 10, Hendon 2, Scott 2,
l
Overbey 18. Gibbs 4, F. Rogers
-5, Resler 6, R. Rogers 1.__ _
SERVICE BATTLE SET
WASHINGTON i —The un-
beaten Balking Air Force base
football team has accepted an
invitation to meet the unbeaten
San Diego Marines in the Shrimp
Bowl at Galveston, Tex., Dec.15.
Fraley Picks Navy Over
Army, Tech Over. Georgia
By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK IS — Fraley's
Follies and the weekend football
"winners" — with 3 football
swan song which will last a
whale nrorIth.
Game of the Week •
Navy over Army —This is al-
ways one of those. unpredictable
affairs where the team which is
"u.p" the highest grabs the deci-
sion. Army has a tremendous
running attack but a porous pass
defense. Navy has a good line,
better reserves and the passing
to outscore the Cadets.
The Sown
Mississippi over Mississippi
State—Basin Street Blues.
Auburn over Alabama --Stars
fell on Alabama.
Tennessee over Vanderbilt —
Tennessee waltz.
Georgia Tech oveTh-7-0---Loorgra---:-
Corn Pone Stomp.' I
Clemson over ,Furnian—South-
em Fried.
LSU over Tulane —Down the
Lazy _River.
Florida over Miami — Miami
Moon Polka.
North Carolina over Virginia
—Carry Me Back.
W. & M. over' Richmond —
Honeysuckle Rose. _
Wake Forest over South Caro-
lina—Jumpy Nerves. •
VM1 over VP! — Tip Easy
Blues.
The , M idweeJ ,
Notre Dame over Southern
Cal—Me Daddy's Old Shillelagh.
Oklahotha over Oklahoma Stale
—Mule Train.
Tulsa over Wichita — Little
Men, You'll Have a Busy Day.
SCineinnati over Miami, Ohio
—I Concentrate on You.
The Southwest
U'ah over Utah State — C'est
Magn:fique, that Groszcup.
The East
Penn over Cornell —Big Town
Boogie.
•„ .
Brown osier Colga.e--Cheek to
Cheek. '
'Holy Crorr over Boston Col-
kg —Hick 'n' .Roll.
Rice over Bayl-ir--Stranger in
Paradise.
SMU over TCU — Wagon
Wheels.
Texas Aggies .over Texas —
Blue Heaven.
Hardin Simmons over, New
Mexico—Ain't-bile Glad?
-
Colorado State over Air Force
—Don't Get Around Much Any-
more.
Tempe over Arizona —All the
Way.
.Brigham Young over New
Mexico—Among My Souvenirs. •
Wyoming over Denver—Three
1Litt1e Words.
FOR THE LATEST IN SPORTS
READ THE LEDGER & TIMES
WRIIPON
STOPS NIPPING PIKS
INSULATES lief or
cold orator limn.
Easy D• It. Yeersailf
lesfellefioe sv if •••f
dirt es. mass. Telles
PaNtil Pte. of Filar
Gloss leselatioe wilt
V•Pe, Seel Tape cov-
ers 17' of ' pipe.
Insist •• Wrap-Op —
ft• fill vale* quelify
Isroflect
SAM CALHOUN
...of Hawk-inspired styling in
Free S'ample • action, in anew '58 Studebake
r
• or Packard. Come in for your
test-drive, now!
S P.D A.A.
Studebaker-Packard
MIDWAY MOTORS  /
- r
Extra Nutri tion
tsei;
/if 0 XIC G / ZED
MIL K
GRADE A 
PASTEURIZEDHO
MOGENIZED
taiNet,-25
Milk
KEN/
TA-KY
MILt< 
COMPANy
• RrAN
Extra Flavor!
a SUNBURST
a
ALL-JERSEY
MILK
It's A Scientifically Proven Fact That
ALL-JERSEY MILK CONTAINS.
More Protein More Phosphorus
More Milk Sugar More Calcium
More Food Energy
Than Any Other Milks At No Extra Cost!
ALL-JERSEY MILK lio'rnogenized, Skim Or Sta
ndardized-
Contains More Food Solids By Far Than OT
HER MILKS!
RYAN MILK COMPANY
Telephone 191 Murr
ay, Kentucky
•
-
•
-01It*sfr
-
I
4
•
•
A
•
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Pii L;- Restful Soothing
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r:r kit.tyl, 
Assorted Colors
I. . 
,t (1 WALES SAFETY
•a" 11°"‘
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BIG AFTER-THANKSGIVING DOLLAR DAYS at BELK-SETTLE 
CO.'
Friday and Saturday, Nov. 29 and 30 Monday, and Tuesday, Dec. 2
 and 3
FOOT SAVER
ye
4;.
Ye
4-
_ g •:
" ?
DISH DR AP MAT
jo-dtsz - ,ri six", 1.00
FATIGUE MATS
ASH TRAYS
Non-Spill - Non-Tilt Weighted
Base -
SPECIAL
3 Ashtrays to Box
1 00
BRASSED
WASTE
BASKETS
1.59 oR 2 $3.00
Assorted Colors and Styles
HASSOCKS
$2.98
- New Shipment
New Shipment Long Handle
DUST PANS
- SPECIAL -
METAL
Waste Baskets
'1.00
Assorted Colors ,
WICKER
SEWING
BASKET
SPECIAL
00
Assorted Colors
1 00
MEN'S SOLID AND FANCY
TIES 1100-$150
BOYS' LONG SLEEVE PLAID
SPORT SHIRTS
A REiZI., BUY!
MEN'S BLUE CHAMBRAY
WORK SHIRTS
$100Reg. '1.29 Value
TA ILL WORK PANTS
TAN or GREY - Reg. $3.69 Value
special- $3.00
• Men's Nylon Men's Rockford
StretekSocks Work Socks
SPR1NGKNIGHT
SHEETS
81x108 white '1.98
Double Fitted '1.98
31x99 white '1.89
Single Fitted *1.89
72x108 white '1.89
53x99 white '1.79
31x108 Colored Sheets
72x108 Colored Sheets  s2.39
Double Colored Fitted '2.59 or 2 for '5.00
52.59 or 2 for '5
Extra Special on CANNON TOWELS!!
Heavy Cannon Towels 39c - 3 for s1.00
20x40 Stripe Cannon . 59c - 2 for '1.00
22x40 Solid Color  Special '1.00
22x44, reg. '1.29 value   Special s1.00
2244, reg. s1.98 value . . Special s1.59
Reg 79c Value
59c or 2 pr. $1 129c or 4 pr. $1.
Men's White or Random
‘1ORK
SOCKS
Ankle or Full Length
39c or 3 pr. $1
Men's
ROCKFORD
Work Socks
39c or 3 pr. $1
Blue or town
• SPECIAL! MEN'S SATIN BOND WHITE
Handkerchiefs - - 10 for $1
SILICONE IRONING BOARD
PAD AND COVER
Fits All Wood or Metal Ironing Tables
Special S 1 00
SPECIAL ! ! SAVE 50c REG. 15c
WASH CLOTHES
10 FOR $1.00
LARGE 18•30 SUPER ABSORBENT
UTILITY DISH TOWELS
towels for $1.00
50
One Big Table
80 SQUARE
PRINTS
Special 49c Value
39c -3 yds. $1
ONE BIG TABLE _
59c. Value
PRINTS
EXTRA
SPECIAL' 44r
One labl, - Reg. 69c _L&L Stars and Stripes
PRINTS DOMESTIC:
59c -2 yds. $1 22c - Nds. $1
Ass'td Color 36-Inch Ass'td Color 27-Inch
OLTI G OUTING
39c - 3 yds. $1 29c - 4 yds. $1
LADIES NEW CHRISTMAS
Costume Jewelry
Good Assortment Colors and Styles
$1100 AND $198 Plus tax
LADIES'
COTTON
SLIPS
Half or Regular
SPECIAL
FIRST QUALITY
NYLON
HOSE
59c
51 Gauge
15 Denier
SPECIAL!
2 PROR slo
LADIES
CLUTCH BAGS
BLACK - NAVY - RED 
and PATENT
Special $100 Mut hut
LADIES'. QUILTED
Ilandkerchief Boxes
Glove Boxes
Hose Boxes 1,
SPECIAL!
Good
Assortment
of Colors
100
SPECIAL PURCHASE! (r)
P'*
r--10
LADIES
Full Length
COATS
liptLAILLAISIO
2-PIECE
1,01.161&11
34 :I.AVAIA'114:013t dAWAVA:,;•-1-1WVA'01%*41%.CA.4g://A'af-A'olg:=:;r.
HURRY! HURRY ON DOWN TO -
BELK-SETTLE CO.
3 0C
METAL
SII0E HACK
SPECIAL! $11.00
.0.1aftlitMURRAY, KENTUCKY
'V.
WEDNESDAY - 
V-AWAVAWAW
•
•
•
itissisissixonsittX1611:4151=RIX
Turtle Neo
Black - White - Rt
st
otatitativoleit sasinang
MEN'S COMBEC
§ Wash & I
Ye
Washes Easil
Sizt
• Mg Ett 1‘ MEM flU TAK .Lgiri
3e5 312,4101i XV.N Agi 1
MEI
RAlb
Welded Seams Thi
Regulars and L
$2'
tri )1153 1110 Wile5:3 161 Ali
ME
ORLON
Grey -
$2.
Other St!
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Sport Coats ww
g 
i
g 
Latest colors and style! We have the /
g Sport Coat to fit you. 
W
g 
W
g 
W
g $ $ 1 
$2995 to $5750
„ 
1995 to 3495  .
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W MEN'S ALL WOOL 
'MEN'S
a %
f t 
1 Flannel I SPORT SHIRTS % 
I • v L S NLONG SLEEVE REGULAR COLLAR yeague Form Fit - Siezs,-M-L 
1
•o g 
SLACKS I
g . g
PLAIDS - STRIPES and CHECKS N
-,-, Charcoal Gray, and Brown, g
; Light dray, Navy Blue, ;11:t.•.•,.:-.7::51z9memaia:T.-ft.“::awAres.nownic.=.7--trazDealegaizasaassa %
,r'' • Medium Gray. 1Ivy League - Plain DAN RIVER WRINKLE-SHED
i $998 to $1495 I GINGHAM SPORT SHIRTS '
g
101
. • . 
.. g
: 
4 igtaimii,t,NyziAgg=5-1=ir,..x.izEtssit
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i Men's Rayon - Flannel g
Deck Yourself Out This
Christma Season in a New Suit
From the Belk-Settle Store
a. •
Men,s Suits
2950 to $5750
Flannels - Worsteds - Tweed.
and Gabardines
i g
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g i $598 to $898 1
g FRUIT OF THE LOOM 4
I Shorts W
DI
MEN'S
690 - 3 for $2.05 V
I I41 asaamacm....--...szcoagaltszcsa a
ri 
azananzzazArazwiessaanataxanammavaa=”s3tatara.3L-Icaqz:wmanqvgnaltanimarazax
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Yi 
MEN'S COMBED corroN GINGHAM Men's Underwear by B.V.D. I Tee Shirts I4.; 
1
4 
Wash & Wear Robes
I 
Black Tee Shirts  98 each 
Nylon Reinforced Neck
White Tee Shirts . . 890 - 3 for $2.65 1 590
 - 2 for $1.00
'4 0 
I
g lii
yi
Washes Easily and Dries Quickly I1) Under Shirts  690 - 3 for $2.05
Sizes S - M -L 
I
t.
$898
5 Fancy Boxer Shorts 89e - 3 for $2.65 I Briefs I
il Briefs  890 - 3 for $2.65 1u 
MEN'S , W
g FRUIT OF THE Loom I
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490 - 3 for $2.45
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MEN'S PLASTIC
MEN'S # •
Turtle Neck Polo Shirts. 
I BROADCLOTH PAJAMAS
a 
Solid and Fancy — Button Fronts
Black - White - Red — With Long Sleeves W 
Regular and Long in As, Bs, Cs and. Ds
W
$1" eafh 
$298 & $398
.1. 0 thive: sanks)- p
wt...: 'WING' DRESS SHIRTS
RAINCOATS W Regular Collar, Short Collar, French Cuffsii with Spread Collar. Collar guaranteed not
Welded Seams That Won't Rip or Come Apart ola to roll or curl and to outwear the body—or
Regulars and Long in Sizes S-M-L & XL W a new shir
t FREE!
White or Assorted Colors
$298 to $498 ii $798
WTHE
MEN'S V-NECK MEN'S—w  White
 and Pastels
i.Broadcloth Dress Shirts $198 
Z
I
g YOUF°11 "GUY 
i r.., i,z EU UK WU WIC Mann MC
 TM Vit:6 : :"_' . i
• 
I _ men sgeitst ,..,. sac fszazt MI TM . z.4. 1:, Z I S'._..! VW PZI ems ets ON PM VAX VIM* 00r BM MIME faI 
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ORLON SWEATERS lu...,,i,,A,,.5.,...,„53,.m.„.4.1..7,5„,*„...1=.13ttiki471e:RM,MIXSAWcg.r= 
0 e
g 
M. I 1 BARGAINS ON MEN'S
W MEN'S WASHABLE RAYON 
g GEM DANDY & HICKOK g HEAVY COTTON ARGYLES
I Stripes - Checks - Fancies g Narr(w - Medium and
 ii
m W
ide NVidths I
Grey - Blue . Beige - Red W 
„ and solids! Every color a NYLON STRETCH SOCKS
ii Gabardine Sport Shirts 1,4. of the rainbow.S LIGHT WEIGHT ARGYLES
$100 & $15° 
g Many Colors, Patterns I
g
g $100 to 
I
$2.98 each $2" 59i 
Values to 790
Other Styles to .... $5.98 
V
V $198
I c 2 pr. for $10°
I
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Mens Top Coats
All Sizes in the Latest Materials, Colors and
Styles. New Colors.
DRI-DON WASH 'N WEAR
Assorted Stripes - Plaids and Checks
Sizes S-M-L-XL
$298
RIO Wf 11513153 3ZA MINA IliVe6112:4376-N DVA 
Ira isol NS ma Ma MS I
MEN'S
liez,zzrztvzros=1,.=.istattatowstag Corduroy Sport Shirts
MACHINE WASHABLE
TI
Green - Charcoal - Brown - Maroon - Blue
$398 each
g masa =A IBS VS; IMA =a REM'S ,, osnaistanuntyt MISS ASS NONINI
MEN'S RAYON GABARDINE
SPORT SHIRTS
MACHINE WASHABLE
White Only — Sizes 8 to 13
49c
CAR COATS
F, Fully Lined 100% Wool
5;11g.i $1695 tO $1995
it
TI
a
$2"
g
A RAYON - corroN . WOOL andNYLON
Fl
Heavy Athletic Socks
Men's Rayon & All Wool
Solid, Stripes, Fancy, Cordu-
roys, Regular, Long, Short
and students.
Sizes 25 to 50
g $698 to $1495 I
mactiztansaaalsiramstanasszoaassayagamraziasmatsawasal
MEN'S COTTON g MEN'S COTTON
ARGYLE SOCKS ; 
Ss Po Oc RK Ts
790 - 3 for $2.35 1390 -3 pr. for $1.00
zakuatassasaciacsiztacisatztisocollzmaaasataatacramactias
MEN'S
BELK - SETTLE COMPANY
• ' .
•
•
- co-1°1Y FA DE.D—CoeY FA pE 0
•
STRETCH SOCKS
ARGYLES and FANCY
MURRAY, KY.
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WOMEN'S PAGE
Lochie I.andolt, Editor Telephone 1685
Weddings
Club News
Locals
Activities
Contract Let..
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I (Continued From Page One)
not possible under the present
, system ef numbering. Each tele-
. phone nurriber will cansict of
! two letters and five numbers.
The new plan necessitates an
office name far Murray,_ which
R 
_ arlsaaed rasa:amen shartly bepa . ns •.... the Prt ,:tia-ri! re_ 
will. be "plaza." A typical ntun-
R •• 'sleeping Sistindly -af:er eating a -of- tita.7.1roVii""*-46""'"!M.drigett the Preaiekre vsas s443 r that Nixon assuthe sr.e _ tne cultist:or, a new directory
• r -be PL3-9011. -Prior' toe eported  1 will be issued.- .
• (Continued on wage 'Six) - light - :supper with Mrs.
 Eisen- He ,,i,..1 a„ mai -, pr 'Nero , as A major part of the otitside
hower in • the living rota ._of _, teen the- President at -tie can (Continued From Page Oni). m•res-truction of the new plant
!be:iT• sniLe. They. watChed tele- aci -can be- poi :a han."-fie pateeible and p
ray that we may and the .rearranging of existing
"Si'rt f ''r 
about lw") ltallrs• f x. aaaa- "na decision !hat nceds
 continue to do so. plant is now in progress. Some
Hagerty aid. te be male that. %vault' be in Next our thanks to the spon- of the telephones in homes and
Hagerty did not itre any nettv art njurtiaet I., his health." airing ingtitution. the Methodist offices have been changed to
m.-dscal bulletin but said he Despite the calm fr. Ti' 3..,.511111- Men's Club of the First Metter pretty new dial instruments, and
ve aild Make a further announce- ed by the Presidi m's •ifficial
went -as a sin as reessibli- after. f..,mily.. Tuesday's to aa of his
has return to the White. House, brain. artery injury had world-
Nixon In Charts _ . , wide repercuscuesion. SiOrne of
$ With as: President ill. t h e the tip d.e‘...:4.bieb..s were:
etana__.:( government were held The stock merge t wind isut
tinily with Vice President. Rich- fie . bi!:-.. n dollars in stock
ard M. Nix in active in White ea:iii - .n the 20 m.ntri:s be-
House huddles and plans for i .he time ,. 1 :he lAsb„,
eo_
• streke.'.' ' • •
..11pasectis Difficulty Reported
The President was rep .ratici
having hesitancy in pronouncing
'same difficult. wards but im-
provement in hi.: speech wes
noted Tuesdas. n.ght bef.Lre he
went to hid.
Th thic• •irs the Athesaa
Shauld . pa.ss . e. th several weeks'
rest... • • .
The Chief Executive was able
to be up and abcait the White
House a:though confined to his
<ecOtici fl s rtert.
will.t
Jame' C. Hagerty, who rushed
back, 'feint Paris when he Was
the President's illness..
'fia•Ure stens.
Nix it. wth s waelcl .hecurne
president in event ef Eisenhow-
er's death sr -inability" to per-
farm hatdutiea-rejected ,sug-
ArgAPPA,
TODAY and THURSDAY
RODGERS & HAMMERSTEIN
CINEICASCOPE
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
The Ciftte al
Ftanicensteiii
will haunt you
forever!
TN( CREATURE CREATED St RAM
AND FORGOTTEN St NATURE
* AND *
WAIO•NER BRCS
First and By Far the Finest
EYEGLASS HEARING AID
AttraLtire ,tyles for
1.ntli0t0 &&il triabea.
• %Arai_
anon
H announc -re ainss nti, t h e
s sing. ,
NATO Trip Cancelled
-E Warr:A trip te
the---Nersh Atlantic Treats'. Or-
anZati iN A T 01 summi-:"
infc ranee ia Par.- next month
as can-celled.
•-s-A:1 the President's appaint-
ments tor the foreseeable_ fixture,
..ver cancelled including talks
.vith the viseang King eif .51.iroc-
ea arid the planned visit next
eianth of the' President if Chile.
shich was vaned off.
The. President's efficial fain-
..y wernecr determined, not
t any of these probierns • bog
avn in inaction. Labar Secre-
tary ,James P. litirchell. pinch-
.1 lusting in- !fie President's "chins-
up- camPuign, drew from the
notes of Eisenhawer's cancelled
csinf:dence speech Tuesday night
to call. on Americans', tr, drop
part-sauhip and du•aw fua sati-
ng: behind expanded maitarY
and economic aid for the Free
Werld.
While virtually every: com-
petent medical authority con-
tacted said the official descrip-
tion of the illness "Was the of a
light or mild *tilfraike.". -the
President's doctors refused to
sal: it that.
Injury Termed Mild
The President's own doe 'Ors,
.n the first medical report di-
vulging his brain artery injury
at abet': 3 p.m. 'est. Tuesday,
dish Church which furnishes the
meeting place and helps main-
tain the -Troop financially. Also
the Troop Committee comes
(rem this organization. •
• Then the fine Troop COMM -
Lee; Oliver McLemore, J. B.
Wilson, 1)r. Harold 'Gish, Duane
Buxton, George Fielder, Alfred
Duncan, Truman Smith. Gilbert
Rey -Paul Lyles: Dr. J.
L. H.tbein and Eli Alexander.
Our thanks to the many merit
badge cssurrselers sets i have help-
ed mike our 'advancement pro-
gram successful. It takes a lot
of lime to pass one hundred
merit badges.
Also our thanki. to the parents
for their fine co-operation arsi
support. This is very important
to the boys more so than yaii
think.
Also I think we eh thanka
Postmaster. Harry Sledd for his i
ca-operat in- for without it
would. . haw._ Even unable • to-i•
spend as. much time with the ,
boys as I have. I am sure there '
have . been times when he has
let me off when it was most
incotivenietat.
I could not elsbee This articli
without expressing my gratitude
to my fine assistants Bill Fair
and WoodyHernckm. And to all
the Junior loaders. Larry Bux-
ton and Woody Herndon Jr..
'Jimmie Smith, Joe Overbey.
Harold, Shoemaker. James Wil-
son and Jerald McNeill.
You parents have a right to
be wood of your aura a n d
thankful for them as they are
a fine bunch of boys and a cre-
d.t tas our community. They hay.
participated .in many community
projects such as the Clean-up
Path -up campaign last Spring.
Ground Observer Corps and the
•lid hes cond.•ion was "mild" rat campaign in October. They
and -expec-,ed to be transitory
natl./re." . 
are currenttly engaged in the ald
rs -tart up.
But they said it would "re-
quire a period of rest and sub-
,tantially decreased activity es- Ground • • •
named at several week."
Liner their diagnosis was cana (Contirued From P
age One)
?tinted alsriast worst for- wind by say Whether the 
missile 11 a d
four neurolosnsta called in frorn-brrn-tfctroilr fr"tft tile 
rcutnid
se-re and New- f -T C"ATIS111.• Y rem ne control.
Unpin. The neurilepe-s. ip 6 Appeared To Explode
pin.' termed :he illness Ob r. ers aaid ' t
he pr.-ye-tile
"mild and transitory." seemed_ te expi ,de :n 
a err-ant
They sa.d there was "na evi- 'if flame just 'before 
e.--ap-
dence ,r( a cerebral herrasrrhage" pearing feint' s rew high
 a-. the
Or any 5eri.:11c break of brain sky. ,
blond vegsbb. The Atlas. capable ;if deliver-
The specialSts raid the Presi- ir.g -a nuclear.. warhead 5.000
dent's speech difficulty which miles, has been on its laun'ting
became evident Monday after- pad here far some time , opine
noon  had itTipn_Ned over tne 24- reached far a third test fight,
hour- kiisid anti Was "nrow-rnana hist maa bone hear atlur
deated only by a hesitancy in ..f this week.
leyeanier of Hie eyeglass Near.. Aid
Tl '.isands of enthusiastic wearers say The
LISTENER outelawies all other eyeglass hear-
ing reds in modern styling, comfort, faithful-
- ess f sound. A super-power, multiple-
•rans,stor hearing aid completely built into
. el. ass.s • No cords • Me imiiglioly
iiii.•••••, blobs or sirt•thoissits • Ns soHnolitt •  
No elothlog tsetse • 11.11-ctrclic oor-1•••I heaths.
Sr riii••• times Ow diiront• • D•S•ii • ttttt
horn !root, beck mr Sides.
FREE AUSPOORIttflIC Tin at our ance or yoyr
Absolutely no obligation. You owe it to
yearself before buying ally hearing aid Daley.
The LISTENER. Phone or come in today. Alai
complete line of other transistor hearing aids.
•rise Prods(
Large Stock Immediate Delivery
1958 Thinline Model Otarion Listener"
See The Lioener Live
Each Wednesday at 5:35 p.m.
Over Television Channel 6
Please Send Free Booklet
TATE HEARING CENTER
517 Kentucky Ave., Paducah, Ky.
Name
iAddres.•
I city
•
•
saying certain. difficult wards."
"Reading. wri'ing, and reason-
ing powers are n• A af feet ed,"
the four new,
SIGNS OF THE TIME
The Atlas was tested twice
Previetals. in June and Se ;rem-
tfer, both tithes unsuccessfully.
YOUTH PREVAILS
STAFFORD' England IP --Mrs.
CHICAGO br - A Chicagoan Ciinstance Meakin. 82„ resigned
advertises hi* car-wash . business the town council to make
with a huge aign that read, •e for a younger person.- Her
liners of external residue is ci•-sar is Thomas Giffard. 
75.
•
the remainder will be changed
well in advance of the actual
convetsiun to dial operation.
According to B. F. Hardwood,
District Manager for Southern
Bell, the improvement and ex-
pansion of service in Murray is
another foravard step in t h e
et, m pa ny's -steady progress to-
ward its goal of meeting the full
telephone service needs of- the
citizens of Western Kentucky.
He said. "Other telephone ex-
pansion projects scheduled for
this area are now exchange's at
Aurora and Golden Pond and
the conversion of Marion, Ky.,
to dial operation, all of which
are to be completed during the
second quarter of 1958. T h e
architectural a n d engineering
plans for the conversion of May-
fie.ld to dial operation are pro-
ceeding aceording to schedule. A
larte number of employees will
centinue to be needed to operate
• he long distance, information,
and -spleal service swtchniards,
shich will continue to be mann-
ed by the 'Voice With A Smile."
Letter To...
(Continued From Page One)-
true spirit of cooperation in a
time of need.
Sincerely yours,
Winslow Engineering & Mfg. Co.
W. Ray Kern
Manager
•
Most
'Sy •
.•
'(Continued From Page One)
All of the schools in t h e
county will be closed for the
rest of the week for the tradi-
tional Thanksgiving h ilitiays, and
clabses will not meet again until
next Monday, December 2. Many
students at Murray State College
will leave today and tonight for
a short holiday at their -homes.
-The dormitories will remain
anal, -however, during the four
day vat-alien. - • e•-••••••as-
The offices of the County
Judge, County Court Clerk, Ora
cult Court Clerk, County Board
of Education and Welfare De-
partment will be closed as will
be the Post Office and Red
Cross Office.
The Daily Ledger and Times
will take a holiday with moat
of the- other businesses in Mur-
ray. All of the qty's department
stores, clothing a n d variety
'stores and specialty shops will •
'be closed. The city banks %trill
.observe the holiday. Also ex-
BACK IN HARNESS-Prime
Minister David Ben Gurion of
Israel is assisted by his wife
as he leaves his car on return-
ing to the Knesset (Parliiie v
merit) in Jerusalem. He was in
the hospital for several weeka
as a result of injuries suffered
when a grenade was thrown
In the Knesset. (Internati
onal)
GIVE THANKS
O give thanks unto the Lord,
Whose mercy endureth forever:
He sends the t-arvest's golden store,
His watcheare faileth never.
O give thanks unto the Lord,
Whose mercy endureth alwayF:
He filleth our lives with blessings,
So rejoice .on Thanksgiving Day.
•
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HOLIDAY MINOS
Fresh cranberries - those big
red plump goodies that are a
must with every Thanksgiving
dinner-are readily available and
wonderful eating. ,
, Tart and colorful, they add zip
I and interest to any meal anytime. ,
..••••••••
peeled
stores.
Seversil
is
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to close are the drug
_
reaturants wiR be Op-
NO CARRYOVER
HOLLYWOOD '11.) - Actress
Dorothy McGuire plays a farm
mother in -Old Yeller," who as
a frontier woman manages live-
stocks cuts lumber and handles
other outdoor chores with com-
plete competence. "It all ends
when 1 get ig my own home,"
she said. "I can't even grow
grass, successftilly in my back-
yard."
- For -
• HOME
• OFFICE
• SCHOOL
LEDGER & TIMES
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en, but most of them report that
-they will be closed for he day.
It is expected that moat of the
service stations .and grocery
stores will be closed, although
it is known that several of these
places well be open for buainfIss.
FURCHES
iGgpsake
DIAMOND RINGS
INTERLOCKING RING SETS
— $200.00
COLLINS-LOCK
Wedding Ring $62.30
Together forever-- her per-
fectly paired Keepsake
Interlocking Ring Set --- se-
cretly locked to display
maximum beauty.
•nl•tg..1 is shoo
Proa toslosts keslatal Tax
FURCHES .
S. 4th St. Ph. 193-J
-!-----FirE7M-11ISTMAS SALE
— GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS —
% BIBLES and BOOKS
MURRAY GIFT SHOP
800 Olive Phone 3649
Most...
' (Continued From Page One)
in the 7th grade, and one year
of astronomy, in the lath grade.
Small Language Requirement
Some U.S. high schools offer
four years of foreign language
instruction and require at least
two years for a student taking
a college-preparatory course. But
the majority do not require any
foreign language study, and many
do not even offer it.
• RuSaian. students get. five years
of foreign language instruction.
About 40 per cent study English.
Soviet children get separate
course in history and geography
each - year from the fourth grade
on.
A Russian students has no
choice Whatever in the subjects
he studies. The government lays
down one hard-and-fast curri-
culum for all schools and all
students. It is designed to serve
the needs of the state the
production of large numbers of
engineers and scientists, for ex-
ample.
Biterrillts
. 2/3 milkcup  chilled evaporated
c yu ni ee' 1 a af servings,t Bigr 
ultruly t
divider.
Freeze until
firm. Place two
pear halves on
salad greens and
frozen cranberry
re-
frigerator and replace ice Cube
top each with
well. Whip evaporated milk; fold
into cranberry mixture.
1 can (1 pound 13 ounce)
1 package t3 ounce) cream
1/4 cup mayonnaise
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1 cup cranberry sauce
Drain pear halves.. Whip to-
gether cream cheese, mayonnaise
and lemon juice until light and
creamy.
Add cranberry sauce: blend
Pour into freezing tray of  .,
cheese
pear halves
Cranberry Pear Salad
:
eight
salad, add
t i
a a: r us h to the pear halves by
adding a few drops of red food
coloring to the pear liquid. Re-
move pear halves when you have
the pink that pleases you.
Cranberry Salad
1 pound cranberries
2 1/2 tuna miniature
marshmallows
\1 cup sugar
1 cup finely cut apples .
1 cup finely cut celery
Grind cranberries. Mix with
marshmallows and sugar. Chill
in refrigerator for about two
ht
olurae:nrds.. p-Add a p -
prilgehs t baenfdoreceh..ry 
serv-
ing.
Yield: Nine to
ten servings.
This is a "pre-
cirdfverteit.o"
thraivgeerinatothre aryl-
wthaayts urneatixdpyeetieodr
company. And it makes that busy
holiday easier for you and the
family. Just add the apples and
celery before you serve it.
Fe•i/ifstly
ADO flutes Cur
APPLES ANO CRARY
RSQRE SERVING
11/11, tOR
ItF
•
n•-•
4
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1847 ROGERS BROS.'
Greatest saving ever on all patterns
YOU
S V.E
'Is Fora limited
time only
57-piece
service for 8
regular
$129.75 value
SALE PRICE
'9975 .
TERMS!
ALL in handsome
Drawer Chest
At this big saving, you can own a complete matche• d servk-e of
'America's finest saverplate now ... even thing you'll
ever need roma/pa-It-people graciously! 16 teaspoons,
8 forks, 8 knives, S salad rods, 8 soup spoons, I but-
ter knife, I sugar spoon, I pierced tablespoon,l tape-
spoon. And for eversdas- use, these 5 most needed
ser% ins pieces . . . I cold meat fork, 1 gravy ladle,
1 long server, I round server, I berry or salad serving
spoon. Every piece designed for lifetime loveliness.
1847 ROGERS BROS.
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7 ROOM Brick halite. 1310 Olie.
Murray. Phone 9130. R. A. Kin
1143 Eastwood, Paris, Tenn.
N25
laitillILCH COWS, 8 Jerseys,
sHictsens, young cows. fresti
$ to be freah soon. Dave Gore,
3, Hopkinsville, Ky.., call 8-289
N21
Slightly Used child's three whe
Jest Scooter, red. Real bargai
Call 1722 or see at 308 N. itlt
'irman Motor 
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on, or call 74, Murray. N3I
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• (71E. HALF ItOSE fret
•-3 cilair and sat down
he t.ti t!Is
nave to I
thin. question'!"
Jrds,.n. Hess' lawyer, •
his teet again waving at
age. "Yew Honor, I objec
line of questioning has I
whatever to do with th
that is being tried."
Prosecutor Mack turned
judge with a name,' exp
111 on ma face. "Your Honc
to a eyei voting to do w
'-ge. I propose to show
y existed in
l• . ii to destroy the Ilafti
re. ,:ling its stock."
"Your Honor." Judaan s
"7-ou can t destroy an 
n•
atnting is single steet
ig what Mta• Nth'
11.11e-"
**TOUT Honor." Mack yo
pl-aause ti, snow intent."
ur.riage pouneed th
ir wen Ins six-ataioter.
s'..S11 both dianiissed fre
tree It you yell at me
Tray be old Our I'm not
ram, go ithead.•'
-sBariley Lux must have
ad to Toll what Gil find
that meeting. At leas
Mack KAM _00 OtIti
112 wIttild never nave
easstian. Gil couldn't lie
a t a public statene
r ,,e he:ere-every ranciic
• s 1.81K.
.MarK said ((meets', "A
2.lr. Munro. answer my q
."AII right --yams,
slapped. "I'll answer it,
got something to say fi
simmer was a dry one,
knew we didn't have
g:ass in the park -"
"The question. Mr.
Mara said. "What wa:
Said at that meeting?"
• "I'm telling 
yea." Oil
tOth arms of his rhair
at Mack. "We refuse
Rafter 3 cattle winter in
because we didn't have
t spare."
"Tour Honor." Mack
t3 face the pidge. 'The
can he answerea direr
out the explanation th
lasiAtil on giving."
-Answer the question
sell.
"I said we had to -
. oh fire." eal Paid. "1
it wasn't profitable I
it to winter their can
park, they wouldn't do
•
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' "Your Honor." Mack wheel
ed
*!te face the padre. -The quest
ion
lean be answerell directly 
with-
out the explanition the witnees
Lasiate on giving."
' ,'Answer the question," Brund-
ege
• "I raid we had to'Tight fir
e
sent' fire." Gil .said, "I said that
it it wasn't profitable for Rafter
It Ti winter their cattle in the
paik, they wouldn't do IL II we
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6. per word for ono day, minimum of 17 words for Ale -- Is per 
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FOR SALE H
7 ROOM Brick home. 1310 Olive
Murray. Plume 9130. R. A. King
110 Eastwood, Paris, Tenn.
N29P
igILCH COWS, 6 Jerseys, i
sHeVterns, young coves. fresh or
/ to be fresh soon. Dave Gure, Rt.
3, Hopkinedelle, Ky., call 6-2693.
N29P
Slightly Used cheers three wheel
Jet Scooter, red. Real bargain.
Call 1722 or see at 306 N. 10th.
N27C
egtinan Motor Scoters. Place
orders n ii'. Excellent
eiriernas gifts. See Pl. G. Rich-
Risen, or call 74. Murray. N30C
SEIGLER Oil Heater, 7200 BTU,
almost new, reasonable. Beauton
Fitts. Phone 2269-J. N291)
NICE USE.D furniture. fikeroom
suites, odd be, le becks, good
used refrigeratar and wringer
type' svaialserri...-Sialinate et •Ray
Furniture and Appliances. 105
No. 3rd St. Phone 1824. N30C
I HAVE SEVERAL good used
washing machines for quick sale.
See M. G. Richardeen, . 407 So,
8th St., or one 74. N30C
NEW Furniture special. 7 piece
iiseng room suite, only $129.95;
5 piece bedroom suee, sties-Sal
$28.95. Salmon & Ray, 105 Nene
3rd St. Ph me 1824. N30C
NICE 3 bedroom he.me on South
15th St. Large 'shady lot, 2 full
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line of questioning has nothi
ng "Do you know why Rafter 3 cat-
whatever to do with the Mae 
tie were not driven into the pail(
that is being tried." 
as they had been in the past?"
Prosecutor Mack turned to the •
"%%'e never tried to keep them
judge with • pained expressi
on out before." Gil said. '"This tune
▪ on his face. "Your Honor. this we d
id. so they worked another
tice evelything to do with t
he angle. Two men were mur.
cr.,. I propose to show that a 
dered-"
ii.r.ti y existed in Dillon's "Ob
jection," Mack said, "That's
t1.1 (leStr070 the Rafter 3 by irr
evelant to this ease."
sling its stock." 
"Objection sustained," the
"Your Honor." Judson shouted,
 judge said.
"oil can't destroy an ri It 
by Judson hesitated a moment,
st•aling a single steel and th
at and then said. "That's all."
Mack didn't have any other
is wine Miss Nordme--"
"Yore Honor." Mack yelled, 
"I witnesses to call, sind the judge
Paid that would be all until to-
p•-e•iuSe tb allow Intent."
ie untie ge polin,00 the 
desk morrow morning at nine. The
• ,ii tits alx-41•00tor. "I'll 
nave crowd beaded for the door, but
vu both dismissed from 
this • , larnnted my way against the
terse it; you yell at me 
agren. I current until I reached Kitsy. I
tray be oni out Fin not deaf. 
All said. -Has Bess seen you?"
reet. go head.
"1 don't think so," Kiev an-
s a"
-Screwy Lux must have report-
 swere4. •
ed to Toll what Gil tin
ii'said at We worked our way to the
that meeting. At least, 
Lauri front. Berm was surprised when
Mack knew ..Whot GU pad said or 
shot saw Kitsy, but she held but
hi wined never nave put
 tbeifier rtrrne and they htioged-aach
eitestum. Gil couldn't tie - n
ot other.,
n:;otit a public statement he
'd Bean said, "I told you to stay
mode trefore-evyry ranslier in Di
l- I chtioi."
Ion's Park.
"1 couldn't stay sly when I
Mack said 117.1V, "Al!right,
 knew you were in tro le,'' [CitifyPIT111 
Er. Munro, answer my (04cs
lion." said.
."MI right -seitirself," 
Gil "I'm not in any trouble Gil
Flapped. "I'll answer it, but I've 
can't get me out of," Been said,
got something to say first.
 Last but her tone lacked conviction.
trimmer liras a dry one, and w
e "Let's get out of this oven."
knew we didn't have ' enout
h She walked out with Mrs.
vacs in the park -" 
Veach, Gil • step behind her.
"The question. Mr. Munro:"
 "1 wanted to tell her about es
Slack said. "What was' it y
ou being married," !easy whispered,
"but couldn't Not now."
said at that meeting?"
• "I'm telling you." CU gripped 
"No." I agreed. "Not now."
both arms of his chair, gl
aring Johnny Strung and Frank
at Mack. "We refused t
o let Dance were waiting for us 
in
Rafter 3 cattle winter in the
 park front of the courthouse. The
y
because we didn't have the grim. 
shook hands with Kitsy, then
Johnny said: •drime's run out On
tut Toll way talking big when
he left the courthouse He-ain't
the kind to tkik big unless he's
getting worried, and if he's wor-
ried he'll move."
-What'd he say?" I asked.
"He's gonna, rim Gil out of
town." tie said.
"Did Gil hear?" '
"Sure he heard," Johnny said.
Shorty Quinn was standing
about fifty feet from us, tillking
111•111.0 MN.* Illomem..
li-Parent
(eulkie.)
0-Beverage
10- Panne Water**
il-rOar lie
16-4 nidesa of
allaworal
17-1 1111.14 bee nee
20-Slate.
open -pouf heel
22-A Slate (abbr.)
25-A Ieoh..Iic
beverage (pi
35.-Dine
In. middle
ti-Intellect
31-Innect
:..1-111413 card
it-e'r.oectiog
reels
36-S.,uth
American bird
37-Three-banded
armadillo
'1-I Opt' thong
40-Form
al-Bark cloth
42-Algarian
seaport
44-ltndertrarrnent
Ci-Tinv particle
tot-Prohibits
'o..-etoutb
American wood
Wei
11-Ventilate
ba-Noto of Kaki
for
'
baths, garage wen. utility in rear,
kitchen, dinette, screens, vene-
tian blinds, insulated, electric
heat, „560 inerrihly ineene from
four college buys. FHA lean with
atarrexiinately $6800 balance,
'payments $49.70 month including
taxes, aerie insurance Full price
only $9500. Baucurn Real Estate
Agency, 500 Main St. Phone 48.
N29C
LOOK! Ten Alum storm win-
dows smith Alum screen and one
door, $189 installed. We also
have the eriple track. down
payment. Up to 36 months to
pay. Home Comfort Co., 18th and
Main Street. Ph, 1303. D17C
HALF OFF everything. in the
store. Super Keurtone, Kenglio;-
paints, Norge and Quaker oil
heaters, China, ers•etal, hardware
and many other . items. _ Don't
wee too late. N. B. Elks Co.
N10C
GOOD HAY. Eike Ross Pasch-14
alurr.iy, Ky., Route 4. • D2P
NO
llargains in evergreens. Oug anu
reaey to go. Quality stuck. Or-
nanientel pepper in pots. Shufie
Nurseries, Seda.ia, Kentucky.
N.30C
_
CAR OWNERS. We are provid-
ing tabialy euternobile insurance
it 25'-,e eeiew nonnal rates. Par-
caul .41141 ltturtnan ineurance.
setteuide Court Square. Ple 843
or 847. 't
Office clUttered up with coats,
rain coats, hats and umbrellas?
We have the answer. Lyon Steel
War Tarifa finished
in soft issay'Saked
Enamel. .5 really durible and
iong tasting finish. Constructed
of sturdy, formed squire tubuiar
eantilever shelves; skid
domes on base to .protect floors.
The raebts with a capacity of
12, are equipped with attractive
hardwood hangers with steel
hooka. See them now on display
at the owe. Supply Department
iif The Dally.Lodger A -Times.
Plums 66. • ..;
--E-6TaiER:401-SCIIS3 • viesto•rn Mahe•
WA jJrrsE
  15-.4. 19;7 Wayne D. Over1,4,, Fr, •-c the nose' p
ubl,hed
by TM Macaanisa Co. Distributed by Yaw Yeattlift 8yodirate.
CHAPTER a3 !rustled their stocks it e
ouldn't to Luke Jordan. !celled, "Shorty."
re_IL HALF itOSE Cr dm hesNee profitable.
 out we bevel had Shorty Quinn star eted tuwrsi
I
chair and sat down again ris g
o that tar because they didn't us. I said: "Johnny. you ,,et t
wo
.n he "is to the Move any GI the
ir cattle -into the double-barreed shotguns a n d
juege. -Las r nave to auswei 
oark." 
s
lawyer. was on JuJitheri. Bess' Ids
en and sit down. Frank, you run herd on our
 boys.that,. question" 
"Your witness," Mack sald to ' and meet me an front o
t the hotel.
his feet again waving at Brundi
v. Jtelsen rose and walked to Keep them togieLer
 in case we
age. "Your Honor, I object. nits 
:here Gil sat in tile witness elect, need Ula.M."
They moved away, not under-
standing out not questioning me,
either When Shorty reached us,
1 asked. "Was there ever any-
thing between Bess and Toll'?"
He started to tell Kitay he was
glad she was back, but he never
got :Aarted. He looked at me as
If he thought I was crazy. I said
impatiently, "Were they in love?"
He drew back a fust. "Dave, 1
ought to-"
"Hold on', Shorty," I said 'Tell
him, Kltsy."
"I saw them kissing each
other," she said. "It was the night
of the meeting when Oil made
that talk about rustling Raftei
cattle"
Shorty swallowed. I wasn't
sure he believed her, but he
wouldn't call her a liar.
I said, -lie was with Bess
Thanksgiving day, too. After the
turkey shoot."
• Shorty began rubbing a boot
toe through the dirt. Ile said,
"There's some thing you don't
know, Dave, but it answers your.
',wetter!. Toll rode in on Christ-
mas day right after we herd
'about your pa getting killed. Bes..
met him in front of the house.
She had a•Winchester. She called
him some names 1 never heard
her um before. I thought she was
gonna kill hlm before he finally
got it through his head he'd bet-
ter get out of there If he was
gonna stay alive."
I understood It then, or thought
I did. They had been tryaig to
use each other; hut, being the
Mind of people they were, they
were bound to (ail. Thht was
something 'toll would not forget
or forgive; ,He'd get square with
Bess by sefding her to prison,
and he'd kilt Gil because he was
the man Bess had picked.
"Stay out of troirbie," I said
to Kitsy. "Shorty, you see that
she does," and I started toward
the hotel on the run.
•
How eases (111 tit Into Dave's
plan to deal aith Toil?
Don't fail to follow the action
In tionorroa'. dramatic install-
ment of elnesperate Man," In
this newspaper.
db.
r----FOR RENT
NICE 7 rixim house. Fain' mike -
wee of Murray on blacktop.
Asa:table new. 'Galloway In-
eurance and Real Estate Agency.
Phone 1062 or 151 1,- 
2 Furnished Apts., hot water,
private bath. 1206 W. Main, COW
325. 1429C
7 ROOM HOUSE. 2 rooms up,
euternatic 'heat, inlaid linoleum,
venetian blinds, garage. Call 886.
Available now. Alse funnelled
apartment. • N29C
AVAILABLE. Dec. 1. 607 Seuth
Elth Extended. Electric heat, two
bedrooms, tstility 'room. Neale
Wheatley, Savannah, Tenn.
• N29C
IN BRIDAL GOWN-Ceefle Di-,
once models her wedding
gown shortly before she be-
come the bride of Philippe
Langton at the Sacred Heart
Church in Corbett. Canada.
Tris -*ill be the second' mar--
nage among the tots' surviv-
ing 1Uiflts within the last two
crai-itlis Cecile's sister. An-
nette, was married on October
11.(letcrnaticaralSoundphoto)
4 ROOM Modern apartment, de4
asailalee Dix. 1. Electric heat. Nimmer Hats.
R. W. Churchill. Pia. 7, N30C
ROOMS $5 per week. Some for
light housekeeping. Beale Hotel.
N29C
,liesigned Ily
HELP WANTE& j Mad Hatter
SALESMEN to work in Flint,
Mich. on house to hause bakery
routes. Starting salary while
in training $75 for the first six
weeks then $80 per week the
next four weeks, then $90 per
week uritil asigned to your own
route which elieuld be from 3-6
meths. Aeurage week's
edema. aerearesee. .
$175.
Year around work, no layeaff,
paid v.,,:atzons, paid   the word is, if it swim
s we will
plies 21 paid scheauled ee)s calf
aursng the year arid many other
fringe beneres.
Requirements: 23 to 35 years
of age. Married, nigh school
gnaou-.e. Must be in good pity-
melee CJild'il.toun. No previeus ex-
dienence neceuery.
a:00 am. to 3:00 p.m. Fr- _
Nov. 27, 1957. Cen.aci Mr. o.
Albin et die Orman Motel, I
reran 2. N27P
Pay
By GAY PAULEY
United Press Women's Editor
NEW YORK 'T -- Okay, fel-
lows. You can quit laughing at
some of those things we've been
calling hats. For you ain't seen
nothin' yet!
••••-•••• no • •- 
mDmea.
27-year old milliner na.med
William J. just previewed 1119
summer sports collcetion. And
wear it. The designer: a self-
styled "mad hatter." comes • up
with some fishy specimens, even
if the fins are felt and the scales
are sequins.
"These hats are for fun, done
weal style," said William J. "But
I do make serious hats. My fun
11- - are for the young ins heart.
Leslie Caron. Margaret O'Brien
and Audrey Hepburn are my
cur:see-es "
i‘i :1:ner, Boston-born, Har-
......1-eci,cated and fairly new to ;
but has eyes of 'beaver felt with
jet-bead centers. Wentacies have
black velvet tips arid the milliner
declared these Winstaround mi-
lady's head in a most fetching
manner.
"Hats have just been too se-
date; that's what's wrong with
the millinery business," said the
designer, hauling forth a lobster.
This number, in straw, measured
about three feet, with claws
draped toward the wearerl face.
The tail drapes to the back,
like a streamer.
"One of my favorites is this
pink sailor," said William J.
It was prosaic enough at first
look, but second showed a pliable
Line dangling from it. ..On the
end: a four-foot long fish in
pink and red felt.
Fisherman's Basket
Another hat copied a fisher,-
ma'n's basket --- "'with cempart-
U.RVICLS OFFEkte.j) , the New York 
design scene, l
showed beach  _hats_ -shaped like
octopus, taster, dolphin and oth-
JEAD STOCK removed , free, er denizens of the deco H
e even
Rafts* dispatched trucks- eOunc!) supplies the hooks. eGir1 etIPPI/ed
Tankage Co. Prompt service ! bah),
-tys a week C .11 long distance Yard-Wide Octo
pus
Loteet. N isreie 433. -ink,. Cie His cctopus, a
 yard v.1.1e. i •
"k7i.- mostly of bright orange F. r
aw.
---144 ANC"
CI
PREPAREDNESS PROBE-Members of the Senate Preparedn
ess sub-
committee meet in Washington as they start prouing A
merica's
fitness for "national survival" in the space age. I
n the group
(1. to re are: Sen. John Stennis (D-Miss.); Edwin
 L. Weis', com-
mittee, counsel: Sen. Ralph Flanders (R-Vt.). and S
en. Lyndon
Johnson (D-Tex.), chairman. Other members of the
 probing
group are: Senators Styles Bridges fR-N. H ), 
and Stuart
Symington (D-Mo.). The first witness at the hearin
g is Dr. Ed-
ward Teller, father of the hydrogen bomb. (Int
ernational)
;7-
•
I.
ABBIE an' SLATS
MORRIE* DAWN'S WRITING ABOUT
A WOMAN Wri0- WHO'S GOING TO BE
(GASP) MURDERED BY SOMEBODY.
AND SHE CALLED HER--
A-AUNT AGATHA. AND -
LIL' ABNEIr
WHICH 014E0'
'KY -0'- LADIES
GITS mg. -NOT THEI
IT-s08.1?:. MATTERS
MUCHff-
k
•
PACES SARI TEST-Edward
Gein (left), 51, charged with
the murder of Mrs. Bernice
Woiden, 58, is shown leaving
the County Courthouse in
••Wautoma, Wis. elip is escorted
by Sheriff Arthur Schley Gein
was ordered to the State Hos-
pital for the Criminally In-
sane for a 30-day examination
to determine his mental fit
-
ness to stand trial for murder.
- -
PAGE SEVEN_ 
ments for • packing yiiur beach
lunch," he said. At the fashion
shovV.- the model pulled out -41
silver fox fur instead.
His "mermaid" collection -fea-
tured something new in hat
materials - aluminum woven to
Look life fine braid. He also has
a group of hats for lady golfers.
These carried out the spots
theme with such decorations as
a bobbing golf ball on a spring.
One, he dubbed the -19th hole."
It featured a gold-embroicrered
bar. scene. -
William J. said the wearer
need not worry 'about keeping
these "fun" hats on. Each is
built with bandeaux or other
interior equipment for a firia
fit. ;
.The -designer. been. William. L
Cunningham. now runs two firms.
The other, bearing the, Cunn-
ingham -name. produces the aeet-
ous" hats he mentioned.
make more money as Wil-
liam J." .he said.
Last year, the designer startled
the millinery industry with a
colleceen of outsize fruit and
vegetable hats for the beach.
What's for the future?
"Oh, probably something to do
with outer space." he said.
The Boy Scouts of America
was .tormed in 1910 when the
Wcuderaft Indians united with
the Sons of Daniel Scone.
tradicate Prevent
The Destructive Termite
FREE INSPECTION
TERMITES
- Licensed Si Insured -
Sam Kelley
Phone 441
KELLEY'S PEST
CONTROL -
MURRAY LOAN CO
104 N. 4th St.
•
506 W. Main St. 
Telephone 134
"YOUR H.OMF.-L WNED 
LOAN CO.'
WIG,GINS
FURNITURE - NEW - USED - ANTIQUE
A New Shipment Every Week
Telephone 1903
.f„;.
,y7 /
Cy, h., •••••••• fromele
Ernie Bushmiller
•
.641/5/1/aer /L L.
/MIN
WE KNOW 'NAT
WHATEVER SHE
WRITES ABOJT,
SHE TRISS
OUT FIRST:
YEAH, AUNT
A BINE . BUT
WE GOT TO
STAY CALM •
MERE 14E
IS!!-WE
KEPT OUR
PROMISE!!
diAkS0-AH'LL RAE TA DRAG
HIM OvF_R PH' FINISH LINE,
MAHSELF.7-
LAST WORK Al-I'LL EVAH
DO FO' HIMr.
b A -,
ic7ey Ficog - 
Co 'Y. IMPED-Co PY F412
•
by Raab's= Van Buren
by Al Capp
-AND NOW 23R/1lE4NI-)
GOON" WILL Z3R/AG YOU
F/RST AlARRIAGE
OF THESE- BARBAR/C
MAT/A#G R/TE5/7-
We '
a`fellenginliek .1
e
bbs.. '11
•
e
•
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•
LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY'
a
•  
WOMEN'S PAGE Locals
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Weddings
Club News
:.ivied ne etsine s. • .. et ly before g. - ns - • :7.: Preside 31 re- 1
m.dn.ght the Presiders: was in er the N xen as eime 501110 ' et) v. es• •t- eosin* seeindly after eating a of ha le tWors. a/ •
_ ..- 0kal.por wt:h Mrs. Eisen- tee .,..3.id any maj a pr ,blem cm
., .A er in the - living rat en of F When the" Precident- a'. eie Mtn
oerieskr." - -- alseereemeete. -They • watched tele- 4-..,-(..... . •..eien_ be • pae_es... eassee-
fleeter, to tomalty Reported v es., ,n far a to er. leo. h ours
,
F :- -,,•... "n r decision that neede
The Pe hen! was . topeted- Hagerty said. te be male that would be in
• having hesearicy in pronouncing Hagerty did not
 gr.ve any new any way injurteus to his health."
e ime difficult words but tin- medi co I bullet in but said he Detente the calm fr-:nt a.ostan -
prevernenr in he speech was -would make a f a r1her ann.itince- ed by the President's ,Aficial
noted TUesday night before he mem -as .on a$ p esible atter semey. Tuesday's ncses ,of his
weht ta 'hied.
•
Th decors earid the illnees
shotakt pees weh several weeks'
pat. . • .
The Chief Executive was able
to be up and about :he Wh;:e
Houee although omfined to his
second neve quart-re.
* White H•mse Press SoCre,ary
--Jame-s
beck
•eisi
tes return to the White Reuse,
Nixon In Charge
With tee, PreSiden: . ill, 1 h e
rehs of pe-ernrnent were held
firmly with Vice President Rich-
ard M. N.x.sn active in. White
Muse hud.ilvs and plans for
future stew.
Mean, whe would ,become
Pere when he we: er's death er "inabill'v' to er-
r• President's 'illnes't ('em h?: cluttea releeted- eiie -
•
aillogrAdiv
TODAY and THURSDAY •
RODGERS & HAMMERSTEIN
SIM
141Ntitra
11.•••••
• *.010,
The Lute de
Ftanicenstelii
will haunt you
forever!
flit CREATURE Catarnt BY MAR
Al. FORGOTTEN III IIATURE.
* AND *
144 MUM be
WAINERCROI
%VARNER B10010
First and By Far the Finest
EYEGLASS HEARING AID
mcListeneRR 7-ar
:Aydin& for •
t •4.1 women.
Ing;eater rif Oa 'reggaes Heariag Aid
Thousands of enthimiastk wearers say The,
LISTENER outelames all other eyeglast hears
eig aids in modern styling, comfort, faithful-
. is of sound. A super-power, multiple-
transistor hearing aid completely built into
se a Los • Ns Horde • N. irnsigIstly
buttons, blobs or •ttoeboonsnts • No ea...olds •
No cioth,a no.so • Ilsoll-s.rslo, wor-lo•el h•ore
ng
.rst th••• t.mers O. distorts* • Dollos 41 'on
horn tress, bock or soil...
FREI AUS1400011TIIC use at our office or your
F. no obligetion: You owe it to
yi,urs.-.1' before buying any hearing aid to try
The LISTENER-1Mone or come in today. Also
complete line or otbertransistor hearing aids.
*Pat. ProdAsti
Large 'StoCk Immediate Delivery
1958 Thinline Model Otarion,Littenerl''
See The Listener Li.*
Each Wednesday at 5:35 p.m.
Over Television Channel 6
411•••••
Please Send Free Booklet
TATE litARING CENTER
5171(entucky Ave., Paducah, lir.
brain artery injury had world-
vede rewrcuscuesion. Some of
the top develepments were:
—The st ..ck merge t wiped - out
five • teeters in stock
values :n the. 20 minutes be-
:weer, the time ef the White
H :15.e • announ2men: and h e
tr ark'' Oohing.
—E seneriwer's p:annod trip-to
the 'Nerth AtLantic Treety Or-
gan-ate n (N A T 0) *tsunami:"
senference in Paris next month
•.%-as
—All the Irreliatertilm.apphint-
mints for the fareseeable future
'wer ' cancelled ,including talks
veith. e. he .visating King of Moroc-
co and the planned visit next
month of the President of Chile,
heel yeas. called off..
The President's offtcial fam-
ily seemed determined me to
dst any of these problems bog
down in I/teeters. Labor Secre-
tary James P. Mitchell. pinch-
in the President's ••ciains-
up" campaign. drew from 'the
notes of Eisenhower's cancelled
csenfidenee speech Tuesday. night
to call on AmeriCans el drop
paresarwhip and the 'w full sup-
p 4,1 behind expanded military
And economic a- the Free
World. •
Wnee vir,tslly every com-
petent _medil authority me-
eact.ed said :he official descrip-
non Of the ilinees was that est a
light or meld "stroke." the
President's homers refused to
hal.1 it that.
Injury Termed Mild
The Preeidenes own duet ors.
In the first medical report di-
vulging his brain artery injury
at about 3 p.m. cot. Tuesday,
said his condition was • -rnikr•
and -expected to be, teansitury
in nature."
But, they said it would -re-
quire a perked of re.;: and tub-
statr:ally decreased activity esti-
mated at several weeks'
Later their diagnoses was con-
firmed almar word for ward by
four neurolomets called in front
here and Now Y etc f r consul-
taunn. The neurologists, in a 6
pins bulletin. termed :he illness
, "mild and transitory."
They said :here was "no evi-
dence of a cerebral. hemorrhage"
or any ieri- us 'break "of brain
islood vessels.
The specialists daid the Pratt -
dent's speech difficulty which
became evident Monday after-
noon ad irfitinemd overtthe 24-
hetirnisined and was ;now man-
ifested only—try a hesitaticy In
I saying certain difficult words,e
-Reading. writing and reason-
ing powers are net affected,"
the feta neurolegish
I.
(Continued -From Page One)
eatible and Pray r.thatwenishe
cs ,ntinue to do se,
Next our thanks to the win-
tering institution. the. Methodist
Men's Club of the First Metho-
dist Church which furnishes the
meseing place and helps Main-
tain the Thep financially. Aka, conversion to dial operation.
the Troop Committee ' comes . According to B. F. Hardwood,
from this organization. District Manager for • Southern
Then the fine Troop Commit- Bell, the -improvement and ex-
tee: Oliver MeLZsinorm J. B. , pension of service in Murray is
Wilson. Dr. Horold Gish, Duane another forward step in t h e
Buxton, George Fielder, Alfred iserspany's steady progress to-
Duncan. Truman Smith, Gilbert ! ward its goal of meeting the full
Searfos, Rev. Paul Lyles. Dr. J. o-leph.ine service needs of the
thanks ho the, many -merit He said, "Other telephsine ex-
Alexapder. i:i•sizervs of Western Kentuelay.
Our 
badge counselers have help- pension projects scheduled for
ed 'make our advancement pro
gram successful. It takes a lot
.of time to pass one htindred
merit badges.
Contract Let..
Also our thinks to the parents
for their fine .co-operation anti
support. This i veey,, important
to the boys more so than yeti
think.
Also I think we ehiuld thank
Pmernateer Harry Sledd far his.
.e.s-operati ,n Fr without it I
w mid hie been unable ' to
speed as much time with -the
boys as I have. I am sure there
have been times when he has
let me off when it was most
inconvenient.
I muld,. not cloke this ar'. • te •
wittratt expre 
e
ssing mY gratitusi.•
to am fine • assistants Bill Fair
and -Woody Herm:Ion. And to all
the Junior leairrs. Larry Bux-
ton and Woody Herndon Jr.
Jimmie SmiA. Joe Overb.e.-.
Harold Shoemaker. James W.1-
son and Jerald McNutt.
You parents have a right to
be prim! .1 yoor sons a n d
, thankful. for them as they are
a fine build% of buys and a cre-
t,, our community. They hive
participated in many eommunita
projects such as the Clean-up
Pain:-up campaign last Spring,
1
 
Ground Observer C ems and the
rat campaign in October. They
are currently engaged in the old
: retail up.
iGround
I tContirsoed From Page One)
I say whether the missile Ii a d
I be en, deteramed fr m the groundkas remate control.
Appeared To antecede
.0b ersers eed the 'Projectile
se. meet te exp: de in a eteemit
bz,P. ,f flame just bet-ire neap-
peer:ne fror view high ea the
The Atlas.' capable-4 ernesver-
irg a nuclear warhead 5.000
rias been .on its taunting
paths here for some time. tieing
readied for a third test fight,
whiete_may  eene • th, end
this week.
The A• as was tested •svice
previeu;h. in June and S. Mem-
ber, both times unsuccessfully..
YOUTH PREVAILS
(Continued From Page One)-
not passible under the present
svelem of numberint Each tele-
phone number will consist of
two letters and five numbers.
The new plan necessitates an
office name far Murray, which
be -plaza." A typical mm-
her will be PL3-9011. Prior to
the .cutover. a new directory
will be- issued. -
A minor part of the outside
eenstructein of the new plant
arid the rearranging of existing
plant is now in pr igresss. Some
of the telephenes in homes and
offices, have been changed te
pretty new dial instruments, and
the remainder will be changed
well in advance of the actual
SIGNS OF THE TINS-
SreekLORD England IF --Mrs.
. CHICAGO 40 — A CiiieagOan. Vetfiri.eitenkeakist.-. 82. re4aieZ
advertises his ear-wash business t. re: the town. cou'rkif to ' make
• with a huge sign that reads 'eel- wi:. for a younger person." Her
lectors of external residue:: successor is Thomas Giff
ard...75.
GIVE THANKS
O give thanks unto the Lord.
Whose mercy endureth forever:
He sends the harvest's gv4den stote.
His watchcare faileth never.
O give thanks unto the Lord.
Whose mercy endureth always:
He filleth ,our lives with blessings,
So rejoice on Thanksgiving Day.
this area are now exchanges at
Aurora "and Gulden Pond and
the cenversion of Marion, Ky.,
to dial operation, all of which
are to be cotriploted during the
seeond quarter of 1958. T h e
architectural a n d engineering
plans for the conversion of May-
field to dial operation are pro-
ceeding aceording to schedule. A
large number of employees Will
eontinhe to-be needed to operate
the long distance, information,
and si?ecial service swtchboarcts,
which will continue to be mann-
ed by the 'Voice With A Smile."
Letter To ...
(Continued From Page One)
true spirit of cooperation in a
erne of need.
Sincerely yours.
Wahlew Engineering & Mfg. Co.
W. Ray Kern
Manager
SACK IN HARNESS -Pr1me
Minister David Ben Gurion of
Israel is assisted by his wife
as he leaves his ear on return-
ing to the Knesset (Parlia-
ment) in Jerusalem. lie was in
the hospital for several weeks
as a result of injuries suffered
when a grenade was thrown
In the Knesset. (international)
Most ...
(Continued From Page One)
All of the schools in t ii e
county will be closed for the
rest of the week for the eradi-
tienal Thanksgiving helidoye and
classes will not meet again until
next Monday. December 2. Many
students at Murray State 'College
will leave today and tonight fur
a_ethurt holiday at thtir._ banes. 
The dormitories Will remain
open, however, during the four
day vacation.
The offices of the County
•
WEDNESDAY — NOVEMBER 27% 1957 
pected. to close are
stores.
Several reeturants will
the drug en, but most of them report that
they will be closed for he day.
be up- It is expected that most of th
e
  service stations .and grocery
Judge, County Court Clerk,- Cir-
cuit Ceue Cherie County Board
of Education and Welfare De-
partment will be closed as will
he the Post Office and Red
Crum Office.
e The Daily Ledger and Times
will take a hubday with most
of the other businesses in Mur-
ray. All of the city's department
stores, clothing a n d variety
stores and specialty dams will
be closed. The eity banks will
observe the holiday. Also ex-
Most...
(Continued From Page One)
in the 7th grade, and one year
of astronomy, in the IGM grade.
Small Language Requirement
Some U.S. high schools offer
four years of foreign language
instruction and require at least
two years for a student. taking
a college-preparatory course. But
the majority do not require any
foreign language study, and many
do not even offer it.
Russian students get five years
of foreign language instruction.
About 40 per cent studye English.
Soviet children get seearate
course in history and geography
each year from the fourth grade
on.
A Russian students has no
choice Whatever in the subjects.
he studies. The government lays
down one hard-and-fast curri-
culum for all schools and all
students. It is designed to serve
the needs of the state — the
production of large numbers of
engineers and scientists, for ex-
ample.
:s* ./_;41
HOLIDAY FIXINGS
Fresh cranberries—those big
red plump goodies that are a
must with every Thanksgivee
dinner—are readily available and
wonderful eating.
Tart and colorful, they add zip
and interest to any meal anytime.
THE I 2E0SKINC ARE COMiNG/'
.•••••••••••••■••••••bilb
Cranberry Pear Salad
1 can (1 pound 13 ounce)
pear halves
1 package (3 ounce) Cream
cheese
1/4 cup mayonnaise 
1
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1 cup cranberry sauce
2/3 cup chilled evaporated
milk
Drain pear halves. Whip Otis
gether cream cheese, mayonnaise
and lemon juice until light and
creamy.
Add cranberry sauce: blend
welL Whip evaporated milk; fold
into cranberry mixture.
Pour into freezing tray of re-
frigerator and replace ice cube
divider.
Freeze until
firm. Place two
pear haLves on
salad greens and
top each with
frozen cranberry
cube.
NO CARRYOVER
HOLLYWOOD its — Actress
Dorothy McGuire playa, a farm
mother in -Old -Yeller,"-i•vhu as
a-frontier woman manages live-
stock, cuts lumber and handles
other outdoor chores with com-
plete competence. "It all ends
when T get to my own home,"
she said. "I can't even grow
grass successfully in *my back-
Yield: Six to
eight servings.
For a truly festive salad, add
a blush to the peer halves by
adding a few drops of red food
coloring to the pear liquid. Re-
move pear halves when you have
the pink that pleases you.
Cranberry Salad
1 pound cranberries
2 1/2 cups miniature
marehmallows
1 cup sugar
1 cup finely cut apples st
1 cup finely cut celery
Grind cranberries. Mix with
marshmallows and sugar. Chill
In refrigerator for about two
hours. Add ap-
ples; and celery
right before serv-
ing.
Yield: Nine to
ten servings.
This is a "pre-
pare-in-advance"
salad, perfect to
00D MAL., Cut have in the re-
APRESANDattle frigeratOr, ai-
leron StevING ways ready for
that unexpected
company. And it makes that busy
holiday easier for you and the
family. Just add the apples and
celery before you serve it.
ssoto.ur
ficut. AeLtt.,
151111 50011 tovitist,04, (iotiousti, QC°
V ...Airframe.
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stores will be closed, although
it is known that several of thrie
places will be open for businfts.
FURCHES
Kqppsake
DIAMOND RINGS
INTERLOCKING RING SETS
— $ 2 0 0— 7 -0 0
COLLINS-LOCK
Wedding Ring $62.50
Together forever- her per-
fectly paired Keepsake
Inferiorities Ring Set - se-
cretly locked to display
simr..n
ri,1beauty,u.
usslusto freatrel Too
_ FURCHES
S. 4th St. Ph. 193-J
PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE
— GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS —
BIBLES and BOOKS
MURRAY GIFT SHOP
800 Olive Phone 3649,
I-Poems
5-Writing
implement
11-Iteavy steal
12-Irritate
Sal; -song
%114-Wloglike
55-Man's name
16-liaising ears
14-Bitter Vetch
IY-ArtrlY officer
labbr.)
-.eta!
expression
21-King of.
Itashan
23-Symbol for
tellurium
54-1.Inger
34-111r.• of poetry
..-Steal
•Ii113.11t
33 - River •
14-Rational
-Command to
12,•ros
Pee
EtNESDAY — NOVEN
lejge par ward far efts day.
FOR SALE
7 ROOM Brick home. 1310 Oh%
Murray. Phone 9130. R. A. Kin
1143 Eastwood, Paris, Tenn.
N24
inditILCH COWS, 6 Jerseys,
HoM-teins, young cows, fresh
to be fresh soon. Dave Gore,
3, Hopkinoville, Ky., call 6-264
N21
Slightly Used child's three win
Jet, Scooter, red. Real Marge
Call 1722 or see aa 306 N. 101
N2'
lig 1 iitit Motor Scooters-. Ph
elers o w. Excells
gifts. See M. G. Ric
rcisen, or call 74, Murray. N31
CROSSWORD PUZ
ACROSS $4-Pertor
37-010.11ci
S0-Judich
410-4,tuarn
41-Prepoo
43-Babytt
deity
44-111ette.
45-Hehre
47-Nieces
49-Tooth
61-1Indone
tribes'
re-Takini
bl-Weups
DOI
1-51ppke
i-Remut
3-Chide
note
IIIIIIIIII/1 111311
MN MIR
111111111 JIM
Irtanii
111101111111111M1111
1111111111=1111111
iilmoeu
a 
ra
le  ga..2....111111101 OHM
11111INIMil
Mb l• Mad Ibrb.,•••
1847 ROGERS BROS.' ̀
Greatest saving ever on all patterns
57-piece
service for 8
regular
S129.75 valu•
SALE PRICE
$ 9 9 7 5
TERMS!
01.
ALL in handsome
Drawer Chest
SAVE
For a limited
that dimly-
• . -
At this big LIVII1g. you can own a complete matched service of
America's fine's' saverplate now.., evert thing you'll
ever need to serve ft people graciously! 16 teaspoons,
8 forks, 8 knives, It salad forks, 8 soup spoons, I but-
ter knife, I sugar spoon, I pierced tablespoon, I table-
spoon. And for everyday usc, these 5 most needed
sensing pieces ... I cold meat fork, 1 gravy ladle,
I long server, 1 round server, I berry or salad serving
spoon. Every piece desineil for lifetime loveli?ie1e.
1847 ROGERS BROS.
F,c.1Silverp-Oe
MURRAY,
KENTUCKY,
•
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ceair and sat down
he "r i rite
j,.ge. "...ea 1 days 1.0
that question',"
Judson. Hess' lawyer, i
his feet amen waving at
age. "Your Honor, l objec
line of queenorung has i
whatever to do with th
that is being tried."
Prosecutor Mack turned
judge with a pained ext
el on tua tare. "Ybue Hont
s evelything to do w
.P. I propose to show
, ;ore( y existed in
,c Lu destroy the [tall
img Its stock."
-Your Honor." Judson
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at '-thing a single steer a
se wee: Miss Nonene—"
"Yule Honor," 'Pace y.
r to show intent."
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e :racy tem must have
to Toll what GU lind
I it meeting. At leas
t is anew what Gil flat
would never • nave
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a ..,out • public 
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Ti tote before ever)'
Clans Park.
Mere said smugly.
Ter. Munro, answer my q
"All right vourse
slapped. "Ill answer it,
got something to say fi
eimniet was a dry one,
knew we dee% have
4 a;' in 
the park—"
"The question, Mr. -
Mack said. "What wa
said at that meetisig7"
• "I'm telling 
you." Gi
Lath arms of Ha el1:111
at Mack. "We refuse
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FOR SALE
7 ROOM Brick home. 1310 Olive
Murray. Phone 9130. R. A. King
1143 Eastwood, Paris, Tenn.
N29P
14/251LCH COWS, 6 Jerseys, 4
young cows, fresh ur
to be fresh soon. Dave Gore, RA.
3, Hopkinsville, Ky., call 6-2693.
N29P
Slightly Used child's three wheel
Jet Scooter, rad. Real bergain.
Call 1722 or see 306 N. 10th.
N27C
SEIGLER Oil Heater, 7200 BTU,
ahnost new, reasonable. Beauton
Fitts. Phone 2269-J. N29P
NICE USED furniture. Bedroom
suites, .ocki beds, beds, good
-used refrigerator and wringer
type washers. Saljasort & Ray
Furniture and Aarliancese 105
No. 3rd St. Phone 1824. 14:30C
1 HAVE SEVERAL good used
washing machines for quick sale.
See M. G. Richardsion, 407 Su.
8th St., or iih,ne 74. N30C
Furniture special. 7 piece
iivlg room suite, only $129.95;
5. piece bedratan auee, special
$99.93. Salzman & Ray, 105 North
rttteu Motor Scooters. Place 
3rd St•ilatione 1824. N345C
.rders n w." -Excellent
'hr.:4h... gifts. See M. G. Rich- NICE 3 bedroom n 
home on South
rdison, or tall 74, Murray. N30C 15th St. Large
 *shady lot, 2 full
- CROSSWORD PUZZLE'
Answer to YesrArdere Swung
ACROSS
1-Poems
5-Writing
implement
I-Heavy atria
17-1 rritat•
ill 6- Winallhe
1:,-Man's name
IS-Having rare
IS-Bitter vetch
Is-Army officer
(abbr.)
expresatoa
21-Kling o4
Meehan •
27-Symbol for
tellurians
24-1.inger
26-511c.• of poetry
214-Faiii4.41
iie-Stral from
Skin ailment
olan4
-Rational
3:i-command to
tu6-re
•
si
It Iif
•
I.
•
26-Perform
St -.Medicinal plant
ha-Judicious
40-Quarrel
41-Prepoeltion
43-Babylonian
deity
4I-Matted wool
45-Hebrew month
47-Macaw
49-Tooth
61-IthluneMsn
tribesman
52-Taking part In
ti-One opposed
66-simian
67-Weapone
DOWN
1-Spoken
5-Remoteness
high
hots
4-i'ornpaas point
6-Merit
7-Brood of
le!
.F.1111114C1 B
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8-Parent
(eolloo.)
II-Beverage
1110-Funny blettffes
11-Carlic
16-itoades3 of
17--4 tkeetles
20-Stare-
opon-psou t bed
22-A etate (abbr.)
25-Alcoho4ic
beverage Ha
26-Dine
_T-Characterirtie
-Sink in middle
, Intellect
:it-Inject
.1-Il lab card
,i4-Pridectiug •.
troth
•tierlean bird
27-Three-handed
•rma4lUo
29-Iiiphthong
4 3-Forrn
41-Bark cloth
42-- A Merin n
POR port
44--Irndergarrneet
45-Tinv partici°
4c-Prohibita
42-Siall
:as-South
American wood
sorrel
et- Veritilat•
t - Net. of *cal*
54gROdig fur
re
baths, garage weh utility in rear, I-
kitchen, dinette, screens, vene-
tian 
I
insulated, electric
heat, 460 monthly inc me from
fiur college•buys. FHA Ian with
approximately $6800 balance,
pa,yments $49.70 rnorgh including
taxes and insurance. Full price
only $9500. Baiucurn Real Estate
FOR RENT
NICE 7 room house. Four miles
weat of Murray on blacktop.
Avaiikahle now. Galloway In-
surance and Real Estate Agency.
Pharte 106a or 15-1-91: N27C
Agency, 500 Main St. Moor 48. 2- Furnished Apts., hot water,
N29C private bath. 1206 W. Main. Call
• • 325. - N29C
LOOK! Ten Alum storm-- win-
dows wdah Alum screen and one
doof, $189 installed. We also
have the triple track. eawn
payment. Up to 36 months to
pay. Home Comfort Cu., 18th and
Main Street. Ph. 1303. D17C
HALF OFF everything. in the
store. Super Keurtune, Kengka
paints, Nut-4e and Quaker oil
heaters, china, crystal, hardware
and many other items. Don't
aait too late. N. B. Elks  Co.
191 Wayne D 046,Hr-4,64r. Frc.rn the novel published
 , The Macerthea Co. Distributed by KAI reetwee iyadocate.
GOOD HAY. Ellis • Ross Paschall,
Murray, Ky., Route 4. Dl?
.11=1•••
Ilargains in evergreens. Dug and
reaay to go. Quaiity stock. Or-
namental pepper in pots. Shupe
ieurstaies, Seua.ia, Kentucky.
N30C
CAR OWNERS. We are provid-
ing fam.ly auttanabile ipsurance
25'- *aelow normal rates. Pur-
earn and liturman Inaurance,
sacanane Court Square: Pb. 842
ur 847. *AFC
Office cluttered up with coats,
rain ,coats, hats and umbrellas?
We have the answer. Lyon Steel
swat racks !inished :
in soft har.....a.7..n6 44.a.y Baked
aiming' • :.11. toadY durable and
tong ;lasting finiallt. Constructed
of sturdy, formed iquare tubu,ar
• uptigh.... cantilever shelves: skid
domes on base to protect floors. I
The racks with a capacity of
12, are equipped with attractive
, hardwood hangers with steel
I h
ooks. 5.e them now on display ,
at the Ofifce Supply Department
of The Daily. Ledger limps.
Phone 56. - fr
ls be profitable.C IL HALF KOSE f r data e , 
tout we neves had
!rustled their stock, it wouldn't!CHAPTER 33
chair and sat down again 'I go that 
tar irceause they didn't
Ti in he 'el set Se to t
hr :hove any ot their cattle into the
-1,0 it nave tO aitavSei oaric."
Jiang-rt. Hess' lawyer, Was on J u
i aria sat dtr,..m.th
at question'!" 
-Your witness." Mack said to
his feet again waving at Brun
d- Judson rose and walked to
age. "Your Honor, I object.. Th
is where Gal sat in the witness I till
line of questioning has nothing I
 -Do you Know why Rafter a cat-
whatever to do with the ea/thus 
were not driven into the paitt
that Is being tried."
--1(;)C7/ I fi
5
v E
aa they nad been in the past 7'
Prosecutor Mack turned LI the 
"We never tried to seep them
Mee with a pained exteression 
out before." Gil said. 'This time
en ma face. "Yana Honor, this
its everything to do with t
he
r•- se. I propose to allow that a
• y exuded an Dillon's
a, destroy the Faafter 3 by
rsaang its stock."
"Your Honor." Judson shouted.
"oil can't destroy an 
e• ;fit ne
al ailing a smelt steer and 
that
is wilco Miss Noireine-"
"Tout Honor." Mack yelled, "I
1,--,,cpse to show intent.- -
',CAW:nage potink!,•(1 the desk
ri at his six--toter. "Ill 
nave
4' ru both disn..ssed ream 
tins
case it vou cell at me 
awnn,
pray oe tea out I'm not dea
f. All
reset. go ahead."
Baraey Lux must have 'repo
rt.
ed to Toll what Gil hnd 
said at
that* meeting. At least. 
Loyd
Mack Knew what Gil had said 
or
would never nave out, the
quest loc.-dr toldenrr -tie - -net.
aamit a public statement 
he'd
Trade before every randier in Oil-
-""--cillon'• Park.
-Mack said smitgly, aAT1 rtelira
1:r. Munro, answer my tiliestio
n."
"All right yourself," .Gil
snapped. "I'll answer it, but 
I've
got something to say first. 
Last
summer was a dry one. and 
we
Immo we dulni have 'enou
gh
44:.a4; in the park -"
e questem. Mr. Miinrot"
stack said. "Whitt was' It y
ou
said at that meedlig 7"
• "I'm telling you." GU gripped
tath at ms of his chair, glaring
at Mack. "We refused t
o let
Rafter 3 cattle winter in the pa
rk
because we didn't have the grass
t sipat
"Your Honor." 'Mack wheeled
.tr face the judge. 'The q
uestion
I can he answeral directly wi
th-
out the explanation the witness
Minato on giving."
"Answer the question," Brund-
rase
"I raid we 1:ad to fight fire
svith fire.".-(411 red. "1 sald that
If it waphl profitable for Rafter
II to winter their cattle in the
path, they wouldn't do\ It. It• wit
we did, so they worked another
angle. Two men were mgr.
dered-"
"Objection," Mack said, "That's
irrevelant to this case."
"Objection sustained," t h a
Judge said.
Judson hesitated a moment,
and then said, "That's all."
Mack didn't have any 'other
witnesses to call, and the Judge
NSW that would be all until to-
morrow morning at nine. The
crowd !leaded for the door. but
1 jammed my way againat the
current until I reached Kitsy. I
said. "Hap Beam seen you?"
"I rtbn't think so," Kitsy an-
swered.
We worked our way to the
front. P.....•as was surprised when
she saw Whey, but she held out
her arma and. they hugged each
ether. I
Was Slid. toldyotilo stay
I n school... r
"I couldn't ray away when I
knew you were In trouble," Kite),
said.
"I'm' not In any trouble011
can't get me out of."•Fk•sre said,
but her tone lacked conviction.
"Let's get out of this oven."
She walked -out with Mrs.
Veach, Gil • step behind her.
"I wanted to tell her about is
being married," Kitsy Whispered,
"but I couldn'L Not now."
"No," I agreed. "Not now."
Johnny Strong and Frank
Dance were waiting for Us In
front of the courthouse. They
shook hands with Kitsy, thee
Johnny mid: "time's run out On
us. Toll was talking b* when
he left the courthouse He Ain't
the kind to talk big unless he's
getting worried, and if he's wor-
ried he'll move."
"What'd tie say?" i•-kasked.
"He's gonna run- Gil out of
town." he gala.
"Did Gil hear?"
"Sure he heard," Johnny said.
Shorty Quinn was standing
aboutatifty feet from us, talking
•
to Luke Jordan. I enlled. "Shorty."
Shorty Quinn started toward
us. I said: "Johnny. you .,itt two
double-barreed shot cons an d
lorrie sh o,., s
and meet me in trent of the hotel.
Frank, you run herd on our boys.
Keep them together tin case we
need teem."
They moved away, not under-
standing but not questioning me,
either When Shorty reached us,
1 asked. "Was there ever any-
thing between Bess and Toil?"
He started to tell Kitsy he was
glad she was back, but he never
got iaarted. He looked at me as
If he thought I was crazy. I said
impatiently. "Were they in love?"
He drew back a fist. "Dave, 1
ought to-"
"Hold on, Shorty," I said. 'Tell
him. Kitsy."
"I saw them kissing each
other." she said. "It was the night
of the meeting when Gil, made
that talk about rustline Raft!
3 cattle."
Shorty swallowed. I wasn't
sure he believed her, but he
wouldn't call her a liar.
I said, "Ile was with WM
Thanksgiving day, too. After the
turkey shoot."
. Shorty began ribbing a boot
toe through the 'dirt. He said.
"There's somi thing you don't
know, Dave, but it answers your
quer:noir Ton rode an on Christ-
raise day right after we heard
about your pa getting killed. Bess
met him In front' of the house.
She had a Winchester. She called
him some names 1 never heard
her use before, I thought she was
gonna kill him before he finally
got it through his head he'd bet-
ter get out of there If he was
gonna stay alive."
I understood it then, or thought
I did. They had been trying to
use each other; but, being the
kind of people they were, they
were &mild 'to fail. That was
something Toll would not forget
or forgive. He'd got square with
Bess by sending her to prison,
and he'd kill Gil became he was
the man Bess had picked.
"Stay out of trouble," I said
to Kitsy. "Shorty, you see that
she does,' and I Started toward
the hotel on the run.
•
How (Inert fill fit Into Dave'e.,
plan to deal with Vic Tollf
Don't fall to follow the action
In tomorrow's dramatic Install-
ment of "Desperate Man," In
this newspaper.
7 ROOM HOUSE. 2 rooms up,
autamatic 'heat, inlaid linoleum,
venetian blinds, garage. Call 886.
Available now. Also furniated
apartment. N29C
AVAILABLE Dec. 1. 607 South
9th Extended. Electric heat, two
Nein> ans, utility • room. Neale
Wheatley, Savannah, Tenn.
N29C
fas.-
IN BRIDAL GOWN-Ceefle
wine niodels her wedding
gio.vo shortly before she be..
came the bride of Philippe
Langlols at the Sacred Heart
Church in Corbett. Canada.
This be the second mar-
riage among the tour surety-
big quints within She last two
months. Cecile's sister. An-
Dette, was married on October
11.(lateradtionalSoundphoto)
NANC"
•
4 ROOM Modern apartment,
avajable Dec. I. Eleetric heat. Summer Hats I
but has eyes of beaver felt with
Jet-bead centers. Tentacles have
R. W. Churehill. Ph. 7. N30C 
black velvet tips and the milliner
declared these wind around mi-
RtDOMS $5 per week. Same far
keesekeeping. Beale Hetet. "ned ily lady's head in a most fetching
N29C 
..ta‘
I HELP WANTED
SALESMEN to work in Flint,
Mich. on house to house 'bakery
routes. S.arting salary while
in training $75 for the first six
weeks then $80 per week the-
next four weeks., then $90 per 
week until asigned to your own
route which ehould be from 3-6
months. Average week's pay
when assigned to route $135 to
$175.
Year around work, no Me off,
paid vacations, paid deserance,
Mad Hatter
By GAY PAULEY
Untied Pease Women's Editor
NEW YORK ih -- Okay. fel-
lows. You can quit laughing at
f those things we've been
calling hats. For you ain't seen
nothin' yet!
A 27-year old milliner named
William-' ala - jtist---preatiewed •his
suremes sports collection. And
the word is, if if swims we will
wear it. The designer. a self-
"One of  my favorites is this
pink sailor," said William • J.
It was prosaic enough at _first
look, but second showed a pliable
line dangling from it. On the
end: a efittrafoot hung fish in
pink and red felt.
Fisherman's Basket
plus 21 paid scheduled crass uif 
Another hat copied a fisher-
during the year and many other 
styled "mad hatter," comes- up mau.".s basket - "'with compart-
fringe bene Las. 
with some fishy specimens, even
if the fins are felt and the scales
of age. Married, high school
ite(luireinen".' 23 55 Year are 
sequins.
gramtae. Must be in good pity- "These hats
 are for fun, done
saeai caaditien. No previous ex- alai sty
le," said William J. "But
per-acne.: ireeeiry. .vs I do ma
ke serious hats. My fun ,
ea/0 am. to SAM p.m. Fr., , 1.
- - are for the young in hear
t. i•
Nay. 27, 1957, Cust.act Mr. .1. 
Leslie Caron, Margaret O'Brien
Albin at the Carman Motel, 
I and Audrey Hepburn are my
"
rd.= 2. . N27P '" ' .als La:liner, Boston-born, Har-
i-edacated. and fairly new to
I SERVICES OFFEKE.1.) 
the Netv York design scene,
_ :showed beach hats sh
aped like
JEAD STOCK removed free, er a 1
kleaio d.bpatched. trucks. Duncaas 
...etarrertS of the deco He- even ,
supplies the heuks. (Girl supplies !
Tankage Co. Prompt service bail).
••-iy• • week. C ill long distance Yard - Wide O
ctopus
cotact. iveava•ai 433. inion Cit• His ectopus
, a yard •:•!•fe,
.1%•-• mostly of bright orange er
aw.
manner.
"Hats have just been too se-
date; that's what's wrong with
the millinery business," said the
designer, hauling forth a lobster.
This number, in strawaaneastired
about three feet, With cltws
'draped toward ethe wearer's face.
The tail 'drapes to the back,
like a streamer.
•••••••=m4•••••••
11 ,
,
PREPAREDNESS FROIE-Members of the Senate Preparedness
 sub-
committee meet in Washington as they start probin
g America's
etness for "national survival" in the space age. In
 the group
(1. to I%) are: Sen. John Stennis (1D-afies.); Edwin
 L. Weisl, com-
mittee counsel: Sen. Ralph Flanders (R-Vt.). and S
en. Lyndon
Johnson (D-Tex.). chairman. Other members of the
 probing
group are: Senators'Styles Bridges (R-N H ), 
and Stuart
Symington (D-Mo.). The drst witness at the hearin
g is Dr. Ed-
ward Teller, father of the hydrogen bomb. (Iraerr
uitionali
AERIE n'ai-SLATS
0 DAWN'S WRITINS Aaour
A WOMAN WHO- WHO'S GOING 70 BE
(GA e_iP) MURDERED BY SOMEBODY.
AND SHE CALLED HER- •-
A-AUNT AGATHA. AND -
•
•
UL' ABNER
441
FACES SANE TEST-Edward
Gein (left), 51, charged with
the murder of Mrs. Bernice
Worden. 58, is shown leaving
the County Courthouse in
Wautoma, Wis. He is escorted
by Sheriff Arthur Schley Ceetn
was ordered to the State Hoe,.
pital fir the Criminally in-
sane for a 30-day examination
to determine his mental fit-
ness to stand trial for murder.
- - - ------- -
PAGE SEVEN
meats ior packing your beach -
lunch," he said. At the fashion-'
show, the model pulled out a
silver fox fu'r instead. "
His "mermaid" collection fea-
tured something new in hat
materials - aluminum woven to
look life fine braid. He also has
a group of hats for lady golfers.
These carried out the spots
theme with such decorations as
a bobbing real on a spring.
One, he, dubbed the "19th hole."
It featured a gold-embroidered
bar scene.
William J. said the wearer
need not worry about keeping
these "fun" - hats '-on-.'-- Each is
built with bandeaux or other
Interior equipment for a firm
fit.
The designer. bern William 3.. 
Cunningham. now runs two firms.
The - other, bearne the Cunn-
ingham name, produces the 'seri-
ous" hats he mentioned.
-I make more money "as Wil-
liam J." he said.
Last year, the designer startled
the millinery industry, with a
collection of outsize fruit and
vegetable hats for the beach.
What's for the future?
"Oh, probably something to do
with outer space," he said.
The Buy Scouts of America
was tormed in 1910 when the
Woodcraft Indians united with
the Sons of Daniel Beone,
Eradicate Prevent
The Destructive Termite
FREE INSPECTION
TERMITES
- Licensed & Insured -
Sam Kelley
Phone 441
KELLEY'S PEST
CONTROL
MURRAY LOAN CO•
506 W. Main St. 
Telephone 135
"YOUR HOINF.-L'WNED 
LOAN CO.'
W I GG I N S
FURNITURE - NEW - USED - 
ANTIQUE
A New Shipment Every Week
104 N. 4th St. 
Telephone 1903
by Ernie Buahnsiller
WE KNOW THAT
WHATEVER SHE
WRITES AGOtiT,
SHE TAMS
OUT FIRGT:
YEAH, AUNT
AGSIE. BUT
WE GOT TO
STAY CALM.
•
WHICH ONE 0'
-uGba-ILADIES
GIT5 ME -NOT, TI-4E1
IT- s08!!: MATTERS
MUCH!!-
4`
-ti/n4•410 rark5.4.40: ir
4444
to
HERS HE
111!!..
KEPT OUR
PROMISE!!
•IAM.W.!-AHILIAAFTA DRAG
HIM OVER TH' FINISH LINE,
MAHSELF!!-- -HUM,'!-
LAST WORK Al-I'LL EVAH
DO FO'HIMIT
• .........._..............a....
. c.i psve y FAD v - CoeY FA 0 E D --' c 0 ey FAI24 01
•
by Raerbura Van Buren
by Al (app
-AND NOW BRIZAE AN1.)
GOON' W/LL 13R/NG YOU
THS FIRSrA,ARMAGE,
Of." Th'ESE EARBAR/C
MAT/NG R/TES.r-
LIB 
•
, •
0
•
4.••••••••4 •
•
•
'
v
r
rAGE EiGirr
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TIIE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTU
CKY
rle/s=i4AVtAWAAA:;tkIt'A:erSsaV=4'Ai
et•r-.:sih"--.ak -etes -ItWAAW
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EXCLUSIVE "HOLIDAY CASE" FOR THE
WORLD'S FIRST AND FASTEST PORTABLE
CHOICE OF FIVE
SMART 2 TONE
COLOR COMBINATIONS
• Sapphire Gray
• Seafoam Green
• Desert Sand
• Coral Pink
• Alpine Blue
/
Smith-Corona SILENT-SUPER...
THE gift 
that never stops giving — a famous
Smith-Corona portable typewriter—p
articu-
larly the Silent-Super. illustrated here. 
Every fea-
ture for big machine performance, plus 
the faNtest
Keyser Tabulator on portable. And n
ow, in the
exciting, sew slim-line "Holiday Cas
e** it's a
smarter-than-ever gift. to get or to give!
eome itialemon4tilatedi
Portable Typewriters by,
Smith-Corona A Royal (Priced According To Model)
WEDNESDAY — NOVEMBER 27, 197)7
1 .14,i 31'ft- 
" 
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°A For Neater Work — For Better Grades — For Year 'Round Pleasure 
— Give A Typewriter
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1111- 11 MR-TYPEWRITER NOW FOR
PA
PA
PA
PA
PA
r rill', Wit tit WAWg ritrieritri Wilt Wit WA r.r1W11,-.: We
; Wr• Oa!: W-A WArti: Well: X4itWAre4X1•112911,41
BOY NOW g, PAY LATER
THAT
ARE
DIFFEREPJT:
40
Brierteases -Wo-rid Globes =Pencils - Note-
book Binders - Pencil Trimmers - Fire Proof
Bond Chests
Desk Lamps (also wall
Office Chairs and Desks
Point Pens - Pen Sets
type)
- Ball
0,018 Steel "SALESMAN'S" Desk
This handsome Cole steel desk makes it 
easy to
organize work I Has four roomy drawers for 
stationery,
supplies or reference materitth. 3 adjustable s
torage com-
portments, under lock and key to prevent petty pilfera
ge.
$o smartly styled, so beautifully mad* and
 priced so low.
411 wide, 291/2 high, lir deep. Ofire groon or 
Cole grey
baked enamel finish. Na
as essesiae reive end oaf $4150
z ' =I =3 lag z 12 laS3 
1253 1::4 Ian irts" fai Mi =4 lar fasa laa AC
4153 r.'.7 r$S3 ILO Z."' *ass:Am-Avg 7153 105 1316 itia Mad =I 31
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Ifi;.1‘f; • DAILY LEDGER 8ITIMESP
GREENE 0. WILSON, Manager
OFFICE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT
•
!OR STUDENT
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•
Pr'
Largest
Circulation In
The City
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Circulation In
The County
United Press
Joe Bob Bre
Co-Captains
.11111
JOE BOB
Quarter
'Sixth Annua
To Be Given
The Murray Training 5
Orchestra will present its
Annual Winter Concert on
dav December 5, in the
'
Chapel of the Murray
College Administration Bui
at 7:30 p.m.
Professor Lawrence Rickel
Power as the guest soloist,
ing two selections from Ha
"The Messiah," and a 31
"American Folk Songs." a(
partied by the Murray Tr,
School Orchestra.
inc Murray Training 5
"Jrchestra will perform D
dorfs' "Tomament of Tem
ments." "Tune and Work
by Kliensinger, and "Sele
from the King and I." Rc
and Hamomerstein. A rev
Local Teach
.Is Beaten At
Robbed Wed
Ridhard G. Jackson, ar
Structor at Murray Tr
School, was b(-aten and
from his car Wednesday
by a hitch ?sicker who ther
ihe car. acc.irding to osty
Charles Marr, Murray Ct
Police. said this morning
Jackson's fattier, W. M Js
of Danville, Ky. called her•
terday to obtain the I
number of his son's oar, at
ported the incident to th.
police here then:
Jacition had reportedly
up the hitch hiker near R
vine, Ky. Alter beating Je
Oahe unidentified hitch
forced him at the point
gisn to leave the dlr. his
It was not kn.iwn b
police this morning if itt
had been recovered.
Jackson reportedly suiti
broken nose and black ey
In Murray. Mr. Jackson
at the %utile of Mrs.
Evans. on Nor:h 4th street
• 
By UNITED PRES
outhwent Kentucky —
cloudy and not so warm
with high 50 to 55 Clou(
windy tonight with 01
eloping and turning col,
morning. Low near 40 I
windy and much culdcr
with chance of "now nun
Some 5:30 a m. ternpel
outsville 38, Lexington. I
reen and Paducah 40, Co
7, -London 48 and Holik
3.
Evansville, Ind., 33.
•
•
I
